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 1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The Issues and Opportunities Report is the second of four reports that will be prepared as part of the 
General Plan Update. The purpose of the Issues and Opportunities Report is to identify some of the 
challenges facing the community, and provide an opportunity for citizens and policy makers to come 
together in a process of developing a policy framework to address key issues within the city.  

The following section serves to provide a brief summary of the General Plan (policy document), and 
supporting reports that will be provided as part of General Plan Update: 

General Plan Policy Document 
In 2016, the City of Campbell embarked on multi-year process to update the City’s General Plan. The 
General Plan is the overarching policy document that guides land use, housing, transportation, 
infrastructure, community design, and other policy decisions. State law requires every city and county in 
California to prepare and maintain a general plan planning document.  The General Plan is the City’s 
“constitution” or “blueprint” for future development of the city, and provides the policy guidance for 
achieving the community’s vision. 

The Policy Document contains the goals, policies, and strategies related to various elements of the 
General Plan. The General Plan must address at least seven elements - or issue categories - to the extent 
that they are relevant locally: land use, circulation, housing, open space, conservation, noise, and safety. 
The City may also address other topics of community interest in the General Plan, such as economic 
development, community health and wellness, and sustainability. The General Plan sets out the goals, 
policies, and action programs in each of these areas and serves as a policy guide for how the City will 
make key planning decisions in the future.  It also identifies how the City will interact with Santa Clara 
County, adjacent and nearby cities, and other local, regional, State, and Federal agencies.  

The Policy Document contains the goals and policies that will guide future decisions within the city. It 
also identifies action programs that will ensure the goals and policies in the General Plan are carried out. 
As part of the General Plan Update, the City and the consultant team will prepare several supporting 
documents that will serve as the building blocks for the Policy Document and analyze the environmental 
impacts associated with implementing the General Plan. A description of these reports is as follows: 

Existing Conditions Report 
As part of the General Plan Update process, the Existing Conditions Report establishes a baseline 
of existing conditions in the city. To prepare a meaningful General Plan, existing conditions must 
be understood and documented. The Existing Conditions Report identifies development 
patterns, natural resources, socioeconomic conditions, and environmental constraints in the 
city, and identifies the regulatory environment for each topic.  This report is a resource for the 
City Council, Planning Commission, General Plan Advisory Committee (GPAC), City staff, and the 
De Novo Planning Group team for the General Plan Update and Environmental Impact Report 
(EIR). The Existing Conditions Report makes extensive use of maps and graphics to help make it 
accessible to the general public.  The Existing Conditions Report provides background data and 
serves as a technical framework, while the General Plan will focus on goals, policies, and action 
programs.  

Issues and Opportunities Report  
Based on public input from community surveys, information contained in the Existing Conditions 
Report, General Plan Advisory Committee meetings, and direction from City staff, this report 
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identifies key issues and opportunities to be addressed in the General Plan and summarizes 
input provided by stakeholders. This Issues and Opportunities Report provides the General Plan 
Advisory Committee, the Planning Commission, and the City Council with tools and information 
for the development of the General Plan Policy Document and associated Land Use and 
Circulation Maps.   

Land Use Alternatives Report 
This report will present three to four different Land Use Map alternatives.  An analysis of the 
land use, circulation, fiscal viability, economic development, and public services and 
infrastructure effects relative to each alternative will be provided. The report will be 
accompanied by a detailed fiscal analysis that will address long-range fiscal impacts in terms of 
the cost to provide services to projected land uses and growth versus the revenues generated 
under each alternative. 

Environmental Impact Report 
The EIR responds to the requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) as set 
forth in Sections 15126, 15175, and 15176 of the CEQA Guidelines. The Planning Commission 
and City Council will use the EIR during the General Plan Update process in order to understand 
the potential environmental effects associated with implementing the General Plan.  The EIR will 
be prepared concurrently with the Policy Document in order to facilitate the development of a 
General Plan that is largely self-mitigating.  In other words, as environmental impacts associated 
with the new General Plan Land Use Map and Policy Document are identified, goals, policies, 
and action programs may be incorporated into the Policy Document in order to reduce or avoid 
potential environmental impacts.   

1.1 PURPOSE OF THE ISSUES AND OPPORTUNITIES REPORT 
The Issues and Opportunities Report provides a means of focusing the community’s attention on key 
issues and opportunities that have major policy implications as Campbell considers how to 
accommodate growth over the next 20-30 years, while balancing the city’s economic development, 
sustainability, cultural and community identity, and natural resource needs. The Issues and 
Opportunities Report summarizes and proactively utilizes information derived from the community 
surveying, Existing Conditions Report, and City staff observations.  

This Issues and Opportunities Report includes a summary of the input received from the community 
during the initial stages of the General Plan Update.  Community surveying and initial GPAC meetings at 
the outset of the General Plan Update process provided extensive input that will be used to help guide 
the General Plan Update, and identify community priorities, values, and focus areas for the General Plan 
Update.  A narrative summary of the results of these activities is provided in Chapter 2.0 of this report. 
Online web survey and survey results are also available through the General Plan Update website.   

Section 2.0 of this report includes tabulations of all of the survey results received during the initial 
visioning process and includes summaries of input received during initial GPAC meetings. 

The City anticipates that the Issues and Opportunities Report will stimulate discussion and lead to 
confirmation and selection of courses of action to be reflected in the Policy Document, which will be 
prepared in collaboration with the General Plan Advisory Committee. 
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The report purposely does not reach conclusions or suggest the manner in which the City should 
proceed in the development of the General Plan. Rather, it provides a forum to facilitate discussion on 
important issues. 

1.2 ORGANIZATION AND CONTENT 
This report is divided into four chapters: Introduction, Vision and Guiding Principles, Constraints, and 
Issues and Opportunities. 

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
The Introduction chapter describes the key steps and building block documents included in the General 
Plan Update process, summarizes the purpose of this report, identifies how the Issues and Opportunities 
were identified, and describes the key next steps in the General Plan Update process.   

CHAPTER 2: VISION AND GUIDING PRINCIPLES 
The Vision and Guiding Principles chapter includes a summary of the public outreach and participation 
program that was carried out during the initial stages of the General Plan Update.  This chapter provides 
a summary of the input that was received from the public online surveys, and initial GPAC meetings, 
which will assist the City in identifying key community values and priorities that must be addressed 
during the General Plan Update.    

CHAPTER 3: CONSTRAINTS 
The Constraints chapter summarizes constraints related to safety, natural resources, and infrastructure.    

CHAPTER 4: ISSUES AND OPPORTUNITIES  
The updated Campbell General Plan will address a variety of issues. Many of these issues are defined by 
State law, while others reflect purely local concerns. Typically, in general plan update programs, the plan 
revolves around and is shaped by a handful of key issues or concerns. Key issues most often concern 
growth, land use, economic development, transportation, sustainability, or natural resource protection. 

This report discusses issues and opportunities for six key topic areas. These topic areas are not intended 
to match the Existing Conditions Report chapters or the proposed Policy Document elements, but 
instead are based on the key points of discussion and areas of concern identified during initial GPAC 
meetings, online survey responses, and key findings from the Existing Conditions Report. The topic areas 
are as follows: 

• Community Image and Character 

• Economic Development 

• Fiscal Sustainability 

• Transportation and Circulation 

• Conservation, and Open Space 

• Community Health and Wellness  
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Each topic area section begins with a brief description of background information and a summary of the 
issues identified by participants at GPAC meetings and respondents to the online surveys where 
relevant. Each topic area section is then broken down into subsections that discuss specific issues and 
opportunities. Each issue and opportunity discussion concludes with a list of questions that frame the 
key policy considerations and choices. The key policy questions will be used to develop and evaluate 
General Plan alternatives and General Plan goals, policies, and action programs. 

1.3 HOW KEY ISSUES WERE IDENTIFIED 
The issues and opportunities described in this report were compiled from a wide range of sources, 
including input at the General Plan Advisory Committee meetings that were conducted during the initial 
phases of the General Plan Update process, online surveys and polls, City staff observations and input, 
and key findings from the Existing Conditions Report. 

All of the issues and opportunities described in this report meet the following criteria: they can be 
influenced by the General Plan; they are subject to the legal authority of the City; the General Plan is an 
appropriate forum for addressing the issue; and they can be addressed as a policy issue. This report 
does not reach conclusions or decide the manner in which the City should proceed in the development 
of the General Plan. Rather, it provides a framework for future discussion of issues that are of key 
importance, and identifies opportunities that could help shape future growth. 

The major information sources used to compile this report are summarized below: 

ONLINE SURVEYS AND POLLS 
City staff and the consultant team developed an online survey to gather information from the public 
related to the General Plan Update.  The online survey was developed through Peak Democracy and is 
available through the General Plan Update website, and the City’s Envision Campbell Forum. The Survey 
was developed to pose questions, and to gather details regarding City service levels, service needs, 
employment, and socioeconomic community priorities.  From September 8, 2016 to November 30, 2016 
the survey was completed or partially completed by 161 people and included approximately 8 Hours of 
Public Comment. Detailed survey results and responses are contained in Chapter 2.0 of this report.   

CITY STAFF OBSERVATIONS AND INPUT 
City planning staff has provided the General Plan Update consultant team with an overview and 
summary of key constraints and potential opportunities in Campbell, since the beginning of the update 
program. This input is based on City staff experience and observations through day-to-day work 
implementing the existing General Plan, discussions with the City Council and the Planning Commission, 
and through the identification of key issues not addressed by current policy.  

EXISTING CONDITIONS REPORT 
The Existing Conditions Report is one of several key supporting documents for this report and for the 
General Plan Update as a whole. The Existing Conditions Report provides information on a wide range of 
topics, including demographics and economics, land use, community health, housing, transportation, 
public facilities and utilities, natural resources, recreational and cultural resources, safety, and noise. 
The Existing Conditions Report does not contain policies; it is solely intended to provide a foundation or 
factual context for policy decisions. The Existing Conditions Report findings helped to identify key issues 
in the various aforementioned topical areas. 
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GENERAL PLAN ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
The General Plan Advisory Committee (GPAC), which was appointed by the Campbell City Council to 
serve as an advisory body during preparation of the General Plan Update, includes residents, business 
owners, industry professionals, and other interested individuals from neighborhoods and areas across 
Campbell.      

The GPAC will coordinate with City staff and the General Plan Update consultant team throughout the 
development of the Policy Document.  This Issues and Opportunities Report will be utilized by the GPAC 
throughout the development of the General Plan Policy Document.  The issues, opportunities, and 
questions posed in this report will be considered by the GPAC as they work collaboratively to identify 
and shape key policy issues in the General Plan Update.   

1.4 NEXT STEPS IN THE GENERAL PLAN UPDATE PROCESS 
The General Plan Update team, in coordination with the GPAC, will develop the goals, policies, and 
action programs for the General Plan Update Policy Document.  The GPAC will meet approximately 19 
times during the General Plan Update.  This series of meetings with the GPAC will address each of the 
elements, or broad topics, that will be included in the General Plan Update.   

This Issues and Opportunities Report will provide the GPAC with a summary of issues and opportunities 
that have been identified, as well as an overview of public comments received during the initial 
surveying process.  It is anticipated that additional issues and opportunities will be identified throughout 
the GPAC meetings and that additional topics not raised in this report will be addressed in the General 
Plan Update.  After the General Plan Update Policy Document and Land Use Map have been reviewed by 
the GPAC, the Planning Commission will provide recommendations to the City Council with respect to 
goal and policy direction and the preferred Land Use Map.   

The General Plan Update team will begin work on the EIR concurrent with the development of the Policy 
Document.   

Updates on the status of the General Plan Update will be posted to the General Plan Update website 
regularly:  campbell.generalplan.org  
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2.0 VISION AND GUIDING PRINCIPLES 
The last comprehensive update to the Campbell General Plan was completed in 2001.  The current 
“Vision Statement” established with the 2001 General Plan was an important outcome from the City’s 
Strategic Planning process and a Community Satisfaction Survey. According to the 2001 General Plan, a 
“vision” articulates a destination toward which the City should aim and a future that, in important ways, 
is more desirable than the present. The Vision was paramount in the development of the 2001 General 
Plan Goals, Objectives, and Strategies. 

 

The Campbell Vision (2001) 

Campbell will remain a friendly 
community and develop a stronger 
sense of identity, characterized by 

the active involvement of its citizens 
and businesses in all aspects of community 

life. 
 

It will be a safer, more well-balanced small 
town with connected neighborhoods set in 

an attractive and comfortable environment. 
Campbell City government will be increasingly 

fiscally self-reliant, provide more effective basic 
municipal services and foster regional cooperation 

and local partnerships. 
 

In late 2016, the General Plan Update team held the first General Plan Advisory Committee (GPAC) 
meeting to help kick-off the General Plan Update process. During this meeting GPAC members were 
asked offer their thoughts on what they value about their community and the city, and to offer insight 
on community assets, challenges and to identify a community vision. Additionally, City staff and the 
consultant team developed an online survey to gather information from the public related to the 
General Plan Update, and to help guide in the development of a vision for the city. From September 8, 
2016 to November 30, 2016 the survey was completed or partially completed by 161 people and 
included approximately 8 Hours of Public Comment.  

Feedback from initial GPAC meetings and online surveying allowed the General Plan Update Team to 
identify important issues based on the recurring themes that were provided by GPAC members and the 
community during the initial stages of the process. The feedback provided during initial GPAC meetings, 
and through online surveys provides the City with a broad overarching vision for the development of the 
General Plan Update, and identifies key community values and priorities that should be carefully 
addressed in the General Plan.   
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The core guiding principles identified for the General Plan Update are: 

• Protect Campbell’s small-town charm, character, and sense of community 

• Ensure Campbell remains a safe, vibrant, and family-friendly community 

• Support and enhance Campbell’s small business community to sustain a vibrant city 
with a strong downtown core and community identity  

• Capitalize on Campbell’s location within the Silicon Valley to provide high tech jobs that 
enable Campbell to be a live/work community while maintaining Campbell’s small 
town community identity  

• Emphasize connectivity between neighborhood, parks, schools and retail areas 

• Support increased outdoor recreational opportunities throughout the city 

• Emphasize sustainability and environmental stewardship in future planning decisions 

• Promote alternative transportation and community connectivity  

• Encourage mixed use corridors that promote vibrant commercial and residential areas   

• Proactively plan for and accommodate local and regional growth in a balanced and 
sustainable manner, with an emphasis on maintaining Campbell’s unique character, 
charm, and quality of life 

• Protect and Maintain Campbell’s Fiscal Sustainability  
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2.1 ONLINE SURVEYING  
The online survey was developed through Peak Democracy and was available through the General Plan 
Update website, and the City’s Envision Campbell Forum. The Survey was developed to pose questions, 
and to gather details regarding City service levels, service needs, employment, and socioeconomic 
community priorities.  From September 8, 2016 to November 30, 2016 the survey was completed or 
partially completed by 161 people and included approximately 8 Hours of Public Comment. Online 
surveying was conducted to provide a forum for public input, and to provide the planning team with 
policy direction and discussion topics. The survey was not intended to meet scientific surveying 
standards for statistical significance, thus may not represent communitywide opinions.  

Following is a summary of the online surveying and the results of the community input related to 
community visioning questions posed during the survey. Survey participants were asked to briefly 
explain in words how they would like to see the community in 20 years.  

 

− Maintain character, smart growth, not over populated 
− "Thriving charming socially responsible" 
− Charming, affordable, quaint 
− A safe and affordable place to live where we have consumer choice for broadband and 

wireless. 
− "Sustainable enjoyable thriving" 
− Friendly, livable, beautiful 
− Safe, walkable city with interesting shops and affordable but good restaurants. 
− Small town feel. 
− Very much the same. Clean, Hip and Green. 
− "Charm. Open space. Affordable living." 
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− Young, cultured and modern 
− Safe, clean and friendly.  
− Great schools, close knit neighborhoods, safe community 
− "Small town feel, Easy to get around in, Neighborly" 
− Small town atmosphere. 
− Greener, cleaner, easier to move about in. 
− Progressive, Beautiful, Rich 
− Vibrant; Engaged; Safe 
− Safety (from crime), pleasant neighborhoods, and small-business friendly.  
− Small town charm  
− About like it is now.   
− Small town, family-oriented, excellent schools  
− A safe, progressive community with a small town, welcoming atmosphere 
− Beautiful, low-key, historic preservation, no skyscrapers, no McMansions. 
− More under 20's no over 40's - get out oldies! 
− Mom & Pop stores.  
− "Diverse. Social. Friendly." 
− Quaint, small-town feel, green (both in appearance and in policy!) 
− Small town feel 
− Less cars, more public transportation. More people walking on the streets. 
− Keep the diversity. More parks and outdoor places to recreate.  
− Small town in the heart of Silicon Valley. 
− Bring back the small community feel 
− Affordable. Easy to get around. Community-oriented.  
− Small town living in the heart of Silicon Valley. 
− Small town feel! 
− Lovely small town. Diamond in the rough. Thriving small business community. 
− Vibrant small town. 
− Community, friendly, hometown feel 
− Growth with conscious. 
− Permanently in transition 
− Attract young professionals, great place to raise a family, nice community. 
− "Small town. Magnet for good food. Retain the downtown activities." 
− Not OVER POPULATED!! 
− Thriving. Middle-Class. Good community. 
− A small tight knit group of citizens 
− Small town feel. 
− Safe, inclusive, and thriving community 
− "Most bike friendly place Cozy downtown Walk and bike to everything you need" 
− Stay the same 
− More bike paths 
− Hope to be still living in Campbell 
− Innovative, Adaptive, Inclusive 
− Safe and small 
− Less San Jose, More Los Gatos 
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− "Wide variety of restaurants inviting to walk between areas in downtown How town 
atmosphere" 

− Clean, Safe, Uncrowded 
− A community for everybody.  Socioeconomically diverse.  Walkable.  Strong, close-knit 

community. 
− The same as it is now. Keep open spaces. Limit high-density housing. 
− "Small Magnet for restaurants Keep up infrastructure” 
− All streets having sidewalks, more low-income houses or apartments. 
− Small town feel. Big city accessibility. 
− Preserve the community feel. Housing and jobs so people can both live and work here. 
− Valley of Heart's Delight, the Jewel of Santa Clara County, Best Small Town in Santa Clara 

County 
− Keep Campbell Small.  We can't go anywhere but up and I'm not sure we want to be San 

Jose. 
− Small town living at its best Campbell is the best little town. 
− Quaint, small town atmosphere where our police, fire and civic personnel are accessible to 

its' residents. 
− Still tight knit, lots of trees, new restaurants  
− Pedestrian and bike friendly, safe, small town oasis 
− Communication, transparency, clarity 
− "Small town in a Metropolitan Area." 
− "Orchard city--green environment. Safe Neighborhoods Excelling Schools" 
− Sustained; charming; family-friendly 
− The most welcoming small town community where families come first and recreational 

opportunities abound.   
− Aesthetically pleasing, well-maintained, friendly. 
− Safe, happy, engaged with the community. 
− Maintain our small town feel, yet stay abreast of amenities that make any community 

desirable to live, work or visit 
− Far less traffic. 
− Still great city 
− Small community feeling  
− Smart, sustainable growth "not congested " 
− No growth. Period. 
− Small town charm. 
− Upscale. Vibrant. Thriving.  
− Innovative, hip and leader 
− Affordable for my working professional kids to buy a home. Cleaned up and pretty so I'm 

proud of my community. Fun with cool activities like those offered in Morgan Hill.   
− Still a small town, safe to raise a family, access to a vibrant downtown and community that 

cares 
− Get the mail people to not deliver so much throw away advertisements  
− A hidden gem of a community in Silicon Valley 
− Vibrant, thoughtful, welcoming. 
− Great for families - safe with good schools and parks around the city. 
− Everything you need right here.   
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− small town community 
− "Walk/Bike friendly Encourage entertainment with community events Beautiful” 
− Good schools, affordable, safe.  
− Build more multifamily housing 
− Los Gatos or Mountain View. Both cities are well managed and pro-business with solid city 

revenues  
− Family Friendly Town. 
− Quaint, welcoming, charming 
− I would like to see myself still living here and able to afford it. 
− Walkable, charming, open-space 
− Small town feeling.   Community spirit. Great services for all residents 
− No more apartments 
− Affordable, safe and family friendly 
− Working together to build a safe connected proud community.  
− Safe. Beautiful. Clean. 
− Quaint, historic, charm 
− Still a small town of working class, middle income families, living the American Dream. 
− Small town, quaint, make it part of a 3 city triangle Los Gatos, Saratoga and Campbell, 

Similarity, open space, small town feel. 

Additionally, the survey included specific multiple choice questions to gauge the desires of the 
community. The questions included in the survey and summarized quantitative results are listed below.. 
The survey was completed or partially completed by 161 people. The median age of survey participants 
from September through November 2016 was 49.5 years old.  

SURVEY QUESTIONS AND RESPONSE SUMMARIES. 

How would you rate the quality of life in Campbell? 

Fair

Excellent

Good

6.40%

35.30%

58.30%

 
What would you like to see more of in Campbell (pick up to three)? 

Offices

Variety of housing

Other

Entertainment Facilities

Restaurants

Public Gathering Places

Shops

Parks / recreation

5 80%

23.20%

26.50%

27.70%

31.60%

36.10%

37.40%
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Are there enough parks and recreational resources in Campbell? 

Other

No - we need regional parks

No - we need sports fields

Yes

No - we need neighborhood parks

6.00%

8.70%

9.40%

34.90%

40.90%

 
 
How easy is it to move in and around Campbell using: 

Easy

Acceptable

Difficult

39%

46%

15%

Car
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Are there enough employment opportunities in Campbell? 

 
 
What types of jobs or industries should Campbell try to attract? (pick up to three) 

Other
Energy production

Service industries and other trades- construction, pest…
Medical

Retail and sales
Professional - accountants, lawyers, etc.

"Green" industries
Hi-tech jobs - biotech, computers, etc.

8%

13%
18%

26%
31%

37%
50%
51%

 
Do you consider Campbell to be a "pet friendly" City? 
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Please rate your level of satisfaction on a scale from 1 to 5 (1 – very satisfied, 2 – somewhat 
satisfied, 3– mixed, 4 – somewhat dissatisfied, 5 – very dissatisfied, N/A – No Opinion) 
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Development-Related Questions  
(1 - Very Important, 2 - Important, 3 - Somewhat Important, 4 - Low Importance, and 5 - Not 
Important) 
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Housing-Related Questions (1 - Very Important, 2 - Important, 3 - Somewhat Important, 4 - 
Low Importance, and 5 – Not Important) 
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Transportation-Related Questions  
(1 - Very Important, 2 - Important, 3 - Somewhat Important, 4 - Low Importance, and 5 - Not 
Important) 
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Community Services-Related Questions 
(1 - Very Important, 2 - Important, 3 - Somewhat Important, 4 - Low Importance, and 5 - Not 
Important) 
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Conservation-Related Questions 
(1 - Very Important, 2 - Important, 3 - Somewhat Important, 4 - Low Importance, and 5 - Not 
Important) 

5 - Not Important

4 - Low Importance

3 - Somewhat Important

2 - Important

1 - Very Important

3%

2%

7%

18%

68%

Preserve open space in the city
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5 - Not Important

4 - Low Importance

3 - Somewhat Important

2 - Important

1 - Very Important

1%

3%

11%

23%

60%

Preserve and protect scenic views throughout 
the city
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General Questions:  
 
Do you live in Campbell? 

 
If yes, how long have you lived in Campbell? 

 
Do you own or rent your home? 
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Do you work in Campbell? 

 
Do you have children living at home with you? 

 
If yes, do the children attend school in Campbell? 

 
Do you own a business in Campbell? 

 
If yes, how long have you owned the business? 
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2.2 GENERAL PLAN ADVISORY COMMITTEE (GPAC) MEETING #1: GENERAL 
 PLAN UPDATE KICKOFF MEETING - GENERAL PLAN INTRODUCTION AND 
 COMMUNITY VISION  
The first GPAC meeting was held in late 2016 to kickoff the General Plan Update process.  GPAC 
members were given an introduction to the General Plan Update process and an overview of the 
contents and legal requirements for a general plan, and their role throughout the process. GPAC 
members were asked a series of questions related to community assets, challenges, and vision. The 
following summarizes GPAC participation related to community assets, challenges, and vision.   

GPAC VI SI ON ING EX ER C IS E SU MM ER Y   

Community Assets Identified:  

 

− Community vibrancy, and accessibility 
− A clean and positive community with a great downtown  
− Lively downtown area that people want to visit 
− Good mix of commercial, residential and open spaces  
− Local farmers market that serves city residents and is also visited by surrounding 

communities 
− Access to the light rail station  
− Central location in valley center  
− Has the opportunity observe the Silicon Valley development and avoid mistakes/pitfalls of 

developing surrounding areas  
− Small town atmosphere (while being part of a much larger region)  
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− Community engagement and having people that really care about their community 
− Great place to live/work 
− Has not lost its rural character  
− Small town with good access to transportation parks, and a vibrant downtown 
− An abundance of retail services  
− Walkability and connectivity between neighborhood, parks, schools and retail 
− It does not feel urban (community scale keeps small town character and charm)  
− The city’s geographic location within the greater region (Central location in Valley center) 
− Traditional downtown  
− Community events and community center  
− Good schools  

Community Challenges Identified: 

 

− Creating a General Plan that is economically viable  
− Creating connectivity (city is divided by SR 17) 
− Maintaining diversity  
− Managing growth and its effects on traffic and quality of life  
− New development density, and the desire by some to change the character of Campbell  
− The cumulative impact of ongoing development  
− Creating architectural identity (especially at borders)  
− Resiliency regrading water use  
− Having the right jobs/housing balance 
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− Deciding how to grow (not too quickly)  
− Dealing with the impacts from development in surrounding cities, and not having a traffic 

impact fee for these developments  
− Maintaining community values in the face of growth 
− Finding ways to continue growth while keeping the atmosphere that has been cultivated in 

Campbell 
− Housing and the ageing population 
− Complacence with more stringent environmental regulation 
− Balancing economics, housing and open space preservation 
− Encroachment from other cities, and development pressure from bordering cities 
− Housing affordability and availability 

Community Vision for Campbell:  

 

− Good planning for the future 
− Planned housing  
− Good commercial growth  
− Good schools  
− Less vacant commercial spaces  
− Substantial growth while keeping community feel  
− To be the “good example” city with environmental projects.  
− A vibrant city center surrounded by the city of valuable residents 
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− Keeping the small town/rural character  
− Keeping city feel through design guidelines  
− Having multi-modal access  
− Development that enhances community character  
− Maintaining a high quality of life and small town identity  
− Keeping distinct identity  
− A connected city 
− Smart growth and infill  
− Adapt to change while maintaining community identity  
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3.0 CONSTRAINTS 
This chapter summarizes various constraints related to the General Plan Update, including safety, 
resources, infrastructure, and those unique to a community.  

WHAT ARE CONSTRAINTS? 
In the context of this report, a constraint either impedes or limits the potential for development or other 
improvement.  A constraint can be specific to a particular site or area, or can be a general condition that 
affects the type or amount of growth on a larger scale.  Constraints are grouped into three categories: 
resource, safety, infrastructure, and unique community constraints.  

Resource Constraints.  Resource constraints affect areas where significant natural or other resources 
are present.  These include important farmlands, sensitive habitats, special-status species locations, and 
areas sensitive for cultural resources.  Lands with resource constraints often have value in that they may 
provide habitat for endangered species, offer access to open spaces and views, or preserve historic 
resources.  

Safety Constraints.  Safety constraints include areas where major safety risks, such as faults, flooding, 
and unstable soils are present.  Safety constraints are among the most easily identifiable limitations to 
development. Federal, State, and local regulations often address safety constraints that could pose a 
threat to the safety and well-being of residents. 

Infrastructure Constraints.  Infrastructure constraints include, but are not limited to, roadway capacity, 
water supply, and wastewater treatment capacity. 

Unique Community Constraints. Every community works within its own policy and geographic 
framework, which presents unique challenges within each community. Unique Community constraints 
may include area specific constraints such as location within region, as well as other local considerations 
that may limit development capacity.  

The presence of a constraint does not mean that a parcel or area is absolutely undevelopable, but does 
mean that special consideration is necessary to determine the extent of development that may occur, 
address significant resources, and mitigate significant hazards. Based on local issues and concerns, 
General Plan policies provide consideration of how to address constraints in determining where 
development is preferred or allowed.   
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3.1 RESOURCE CONSTRAINTS 
 
The following discussion addresses constraints related to biological resources, open space and 
conservation resources, and cultural and historic resources. 

Special-Status Species. Special-status species are those plants and animals that, because of their 
recognized rarity or vulnerability to various causes of habitat loss or population decline, are recognized 
by Federal, State, or other agencies. Some of these species receive specific protection that is defined by 
Federal or State endangered species legislation. Others have been designated as "sensitive" on the basis 
of adopted policies and expertise of State resource agencies or organizations with acknowledged 
expertise, or policies adopted by local governmental agencies such as counties, cities, and special 
districts to meet local conservation objectives. These species are referred to collectively as "special 
status species" in this report. Species identified within the city include: Congdon's tarplant, Cooper's 
hawk, hoary bat, Crotch bumble bee, obscure bumble bee, western bumble bee, robust spineflower, 
California Tiger Salamander, and American perigrine falcon. See Figure 3-1 for the identified occurrences 
of special-status species within a 1-mile radius of Campbell. Special-status species with the potential to 
occur in the Campbell Planning Area are described in detail in Section 5.2 of the Existing Conditions 
Report. 

Sensitive Cover Types. Cover types other than Urban identified within Campbell include Montane 
Riparian and Lacustrine habitats. Montane Riparian habitats are found associated with montane lakes, 
ponds, seeps, bogs and meadows as well as rivers, streams and springs. Within the Campbell city limits, 
there are 32.25 acres of montane riparian habitat. Lacustrine habitats are inland depressions or 
dammed riverine channels containing standing water. These habitats may occur in association with any 
terrestrial habitats, Riverine, or Fresh Emergent Wetlands. Within the Campbell city limits, there are 
62.01 acres of lacustrine habitat. These habitat types are most commonly associated with Los Gatos 
Creek, and San Tomas Aquino Creek. See Figure 3-2 for Cover Types within Campbell.  

Cultural and Historic Resources.  Due to the historic activity in the region including Native American 
activity and historical operations, the city and planning area are considered sensitive for cultural and/or 
historic resources. Additionally, historic structures, have been documented throughout Campbell.   The 
background and known occurrences of cultural and historic resources in the Campbell area are 
described in detail in Section 5.1 of the Existing Conditions Report. 

3.2 SAFETY CONSTRAINTS 
The following discussion addresses constraints related to flooding and geologic hazards. 

Flood Zones.  Flood zones in Campbell are primarily areas adjacent to creek channels along Los Gatos 
Creek and San Tomas Aquino Creek.  Areas within the 100-year flood zone are at risk of major flooding 
once every 100 years (1% annual chance).  94 acres within the city are identified within the 100-year 
flood zone, while 7.02 acres are identified within the 500-year flood zone (0.2% Annual Chance).  Areas 
within the 100-year and 500-year flood zone are shown on Figure 3-3.  Flooding is discussed in detail in 
Section 4.4 of the Existing Conditions Report. 

Geologic Hazards.  Geologic hazards that may present constraints to development are shown on Figure 
3-3.  These hazards include, soils that may be prone to failure, and seismic faults.   

• Soil failure hazards include areas with soils that have high liquefaction potential, and high 
shrink-swell potential. Liquefaction potential in the Planning Area varies from low to very high. 
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The areas designated "low" potential for liquefaction are located in the southern portion of 
Planning Area. Moving to the north the potential for liquefaction increases to “moderate.” The 
areas designated “high” and “very high” potential for liquefaction are located near the creeks in 
the Planning Area (i.e, Los Gatos Creek, San Tomas Aquino Creek). The majority of the Planning 
Area has “low” to “moderate” expansive soils, including most of the developed land. The 
majority of the areas of the Planning Area with “moderate” or “moderate to high” expansive 
soils are located east of State Route 17 or north of Campbell Avenue. The areas with “moderate 
to high” expansive soils would require special design considerations due to shrink-swell 
potentials. These potential hazards are shown on Figure 3-3.  Soil characteristics are described in 
greater detail in Section 5.5 of the Existing Conditions Report. 

• Faults and seismic zones may pose a safety hazard, depending on whether the fault is active.  
Faults and seismic zones located in the region that may potentially affect Campbell and the 
surrounding area are shown on Figure 3-3, and described in detail in Section 5.5 of the Existing 
Conditions Report. 

3.3 INFRASTRUCTURE CONSTRAINTS 
The following discussion addresses constraints and considerations related to infrastructure and public 
services.  Infrastructure constraints are typically regulatory or policy-based and include water supply, 
water quality, wastewater treatment capacity, transportation access and capacity, and public services.  
The following provides a brief overview of these constraints and considerations.  These constraints are 
unmapped, as many of these constraints are regulatory or policy-based and are not necessarily 
connected to a specific parcel or area. 

Infrastructure typically must be extended or expanded to serve new development. Utilities and 
community services, including water supply, wastewater, stormwater and drainage, solid waste, and 
electricity and natural gas are described in Chapter 3.0 of the Existing Conditions Report.  

WATER DISTRIBUTION AND SUPPLY  
Water supplies and water distribution infrastructure to the City of Campbell are provided by the San 
Jose Water Company (SJWC). The SJWC provides water to about one million residents of Santa Clara 
County. The regional wholesale supplier of water to the South Bay Area, which includes the SJWC, is the 
Santa Clara Valley Water District (SCVWD), which derives water from local, recycled, and imported 
supplies. SJWC has developed supply and demand projections from 2015 to 2035 primarily based on 
population and per capita usage projections. The SJWC has three sources of potable water supply: 
groundwater, imported treated surface water, and local surface water. Non-potable recycled water is a 
fourth and growing source of supply. Although not available within Campbell, recycled water may be 
obtained from SJWC, and is commonly used on major construction projects. 
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Table 3.3-1 shows that SJWC anticipates adequate supplies for years 2015 to 2035 to meet system 
demand under average year condition. The SJWC’s 2015 UWMP indicates that there is a sufficient 
supply of water through 2035, even for multiple dry years. 

TABLE 3.3-1: CURRENT AND PROJECTED WATER DEMANDS AND SUPPLIES (MG) 
 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 

Supply 47,144 49,561 51,648 53,390 55,213 
Demand 47,144 49,561 51,648 53,390 55,213 
Difference  0 0 0 0 0 
SOURCE: SJWC 2015 UWMP, TABLE 7-2. 

Water Supplies are not currently viewed as a constraint to growth and development in Campbell 
because, as described above, there is sufficient water to meet current projected demands.  

WASTEWATER 
The West Valley Sanitation District WVSD provides wastewater collection and disposal services to the 
City of Campbell. The WVSD contracts with the San Jose-Santa Clara Regional Wastewater Facility (RWF) 
for wastewater treatment and disposal. Located in north San Jose, the plant treats wastewater from 
local municipalities and sanitation districts and discharges the treated wastewater into San Francisco 
Bay. The WVSD accounts for about seven percent of plant treatment capacity. The District’s current 
allocation is 13 million gallons per day (mgd). 

The RWF has been in operation since 1956 and aging pipes, pumps, concrete and electrical systems are 
all in need of immediate and long-term improvements to ensure current and future needs are met. The 
2013 Wastewater Treatment Plant Master Plan (San Jose, 2013) indicates the cost of capital 
improvements through 2040 will be $2.2 billion. Despite a steady increase in the population served by 
the RWF, influent wastewater flows have decreased over the past 15 years due to the loss of industry 
and increased water conservation. This same trend is common throughout the Bay Area. However, flows 
are expected to increase in the future as new homes are built. While the RWF has over 70 mgd of 
remaining capacity, it is expected to reach capacity between 2035 and 2040, according to the 
Wastewater Treatment Plant Master Plan (San Jose, 2013), triggering the need for a modification the 
RWF’s National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit. This is not viewed as a direct 
constraint to development in the near term, however if/when the RWF capacity is reached new 
development would be required to secure wastewater treatment capacity, and expansions or new 
facilities may be required.  

CIRCULATION NETWORK AND CAPACITY 
The circulation network and its capacity are described in Chapter 2.0 of the Existing Conditions Report. 
The City has identified improvements to streets and sidewalks as a priority investment in future years, in 
order to ensure that its transportation system remains functional and a high-quality amenity for city 
residents, workers, and visitors. Participation by new development, in the form of property and sales tax 
revenues, can help to fund these maintenance projects and alleviate the total burden that would 
otherwise be placed on existing development. As discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4.0, 
supplemental road funding mechanisms may also be needed. Also, while some facilities will be 
expanded through existing development impact fees (such as parks), others (such as City Hall, the 
library, and the Community Center) may require the development of new impact fees to ensure that 
new growth funds its proportionate share of capital improvements. 
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Level of Service (LOS) is a qualitative measure of operating conditions within a traffic stream. LOS 
generally describes these conditions in terms of such factors such as an intersection’s operation based 
on average control delay per vehicle travel time. The following table includes LOS criteria for 
intersections: 

TABLE 3.3-2: SIGNALIZED INTERSECTION LOS CRITERIA 
LEVEL OF SERVICE DESCRIPTION DELAY IN SECONDS 

A Operations with very low delay occurring with favorable progression 
and / or short cycle lengths. < 10.0 

B Operations with low delay occurring with good progression and / or 
short cycle lengths. > 10.0 to 20.0 

C Operations with average delays resulting from fair progression and / 
or longer cycle lengths. Individual cycle failures begin to appear. > 20.0 to 35.0 

D 
Operations with longer delays due to a combination of unfavorable 
progression, long cycle lengths, and high volume-to-capacity (V / C) 
ratios. Many vehicles stop and individual cycle failures are noticeable. 

> 35.0 to 55.0 

E 
Operations with high delay values indicating poor progression, long 
cycle lengths, and high V / C ratios. Individual cycle failures are 
frequent occurrences. 

> 55.0 to 80.0 

F Operations with delays unacceptable to most drivers occurring due to 
over-saturation, poor progression, or very long cycle lengths. > 80.0 

SOURCE: TRAFFIC LEVEL OF SERVICE ANALYSIS GUIDELINES, VTA CONGESTION MANAGEMENT PROGRAM, JUNE 2003; AND HIGHWAY CAPACITY 
MANUAL, TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH BOARD, 2000. 

Intersections that operate at LOS D are operating near capacity, and have vehicle queues that form in 
peak direction of traffic flow. The key intersections that have the most congestions and longest queues 
are: 

• San Tomas Expressway and Hamilton Avenue 
• SR 17 Northbound ramps and Hamilton Avenue 
• San Tomas Expressway and Campbell Avenue  
• SR 17 Southbound ramps and San Tomas Expressway-Camden Avenue 
• SR 17 Northbound ramps and San Tomas Expressway-Camden Avenue 

Table 3.3-3 presents selected study intersections within the city that operate at or near capacity (LOS D) 
during AM and PM peak hours.  
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TABLE 3.3-3: EXISTING STUDY INTERSECTIONS OPERATING AT OR NEAR CAPACITY 

INTERSECTION JURISDICTION / 
CMP1 

LOS 
THRESHOLD2 

PEAK 
HOUR3 

DELAY4 LOS5 

San Tomas 
Expressway/Hamilton 
Avenue 

Campbell 
(CMP) E 

AM 136 F 

PM 60 E 

Winchester 
Boulevard/Hamilton 
Avenue 

Campbell 
(CMP) E 

AM 35 C- 

PM 48 D 

SR 17 SB 
ramps/Hamilton Avenue 

Campbell 
(CMP) E 

AM 36 D+ 

PM 49 D 

Bascom 
Avenue/Hamilton 
Avenue 

Campbell 
(CMP) E 

AM 50 D 

PM 53 D- 

San Tomas 
Expressway/Campbell 
Avenue 

Campbell 
(CMP) E 

AM 80 F 

PM 71 E 

Winchester 
Boulevard/Campbell 
Avenue 

Campbell D 
AM 36 D+ 

PM 32 C- 

SR 17 SB ramps/San 
Tomas Expressway-
Camden Avenue 

Campbell 
(CMP) E 

AM 104 F 

PM 75 E- 

SR 17 NB ramps/San 
Tomas Expressway-
Camden Avenue 

Campbell 
(CMP) E 

AM 111 F 

PM 143 F 

Winchester 
Boulevard/Hacienda 
Avenue 

Campbell D 
AM 30 C 

PM 39 D+ 

1. CMP = Congestion Management Program facility  
2. Level of service threshold based on jurisdiction. 
3. AM = morning peak hour, PM = evening peak hour 
4. Whole intersection weighted average control delay expressed in second per vehicle for signalized intersections, with 

adjusted saturation flow rates to reflect Santa Clara County conditions for signalized intersections. Total control delay for 
the worst movement is presented for side-street stop-controlled intersections.  

5. LOS = Level of Service. LOS calculations conducted using the TRAFFIX level of service analysis software package, which 
applies the method described in the 2000 Highway Capacity Manual. 

6. 2014 CMP Conformance Report LOS reported pending recounts at this location. 
Source: Fehr & Peers, 2016 

Traffic volumes and congestion on Campbell streets have been increasing in the last several years in 
direct response to employment and population increases within the region. Since Campbell is 
surrounded by communities that make independent land use decisions, it will continue to experience 
growth in traffic, even if it does not add new jobs, residents, or retail space.  Moreover, Campbell’s 
roadway system is built out, with limited opportunity to add travel lanes or expand intersections. As a 
result, Campbell is confronted with traffic congestion that arises from factors outside its control, and has 
little ability to ease congestion with increased capacity. Intersection LOS is an indirect constraint to 
growth. Managing traffic volumes from new development will present challenges due to limited funding 
for roadway improvements and limited area for roadway expansions.   
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3.4 UNIQUE COMMUNITY CONSTRAINTS 
The following discussion addresses unique constraints and considerations related Campbell.  Every 
community is unique and presents its own challenges and requires special considerations. Community 
constraints are typically geographically and regulatory or policy-based.  The following provides a brief 
overview of these constraints and considerations. 

Limited Available Developable Lands: Campbell is surrounding on all sides by urban development.  The 
city is bordered by San Jose to the north, west, and east, by Saratoga to the southwest, and Los Gatos to 
the south.  Therefore, the city limits and Sphere of Influence (SOI) are coterminous and the city lacks 
available lands for future expansion outside the current city limit. Additionally, Campbell is essentially 
“built-out,” meaning that there are very few vacant parcels within the City limits (however, many 
properties are "underdeveloped" or developed with older, or "non-conforming" uses). This presents a 
development constraint and the City must determine how and where to grow/adapt within the current 
planning area. 
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4.0 ISSUES AND OPPORTUNITIES 
The General Plan Update will address an extensive set of issues and opportunities. Many of these issues 
and opportunities are defined by State law, while others reflect local concerns and desires. 

Typically, in a general plan update program, the plan revolves around and is shaped by a handful of key 
issues and opportunities. As described in Section 2.0, issues and opportunities have been identified 
through online surveying, General Plan Advisory Committee meetings, meetings with staff and 
stakeholders, and through development of a detailed Background Report. Key issues in Campbell 
concern protecting Campbell’s small-town charm, unique character, and strong sense of community; 
supporting local business development; improving traffic and circulation conditions, and providing 
expanded facilities for bicycles and pedestrians; emphasizing sustainability and environmental 
stewardship; providing a range of land use opportunities; and ensuring ample opportunity for 
meaningful community participation in the planning process.   

Despite the challenges Campbell may face, there are also many opportunities to take advantage of over 
the time frame of the General Plan.  Opportunities include methods of boosting the local economy, 
enhancing the community’s character, providing community improvements, and expanding services for 
city residents.  However, due to fiscal limitations and regulatory requirements, the City may not be able 
to address all of the issues and opportunities identified in this report. Therefore, the City and its leaders 
and residents will need to make important choices during the General Plan Update process as to which 
issues and opportunities are most important to shape the vision of Campbell’s future. 

 

ISSUES  OPPORTUNITIES  
What is an Issue? 

In the context of this report, an “Issue” is 
defined as an important condition or problem 
that needs to be addressed through the 
General Plan Update process. 

Each issue is highlighted in a beige box.  
Following discussion of the issue, key policy 
questions associated with the issue are 
identified in italics. 

 What is an Opportunity? 

In the context of this report, an 
“Opportunity” is defined as a unique, 
favorable, or advantageous condition that 
the City can capitalize on through the 
General Plan Update process. 

Each opportunity is highlighted in a teal box.  
Following discussion of the opportunity, key 
policy questions associated with the 
opportunity are identified in italics. 
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4.1 COMMUNITY CHARACTER AND IMAGE  

 

Campbell’s small-town feel, distinctive Downtown, strong sense of community, and location are among 
its most valuable assets that present the opportunity for urban living in a small-town setting.  

Campbell is predominantly a built-out community, with a traditional Downtown in the heart of the city, 
a natural creek-side trail used by pedestrians and bicyclists both recreationally and for commuting, a 
beautiful collection of parks, a community center on a historic campus, a mix of housing types and a 
variety of shopping facilities that are accessible to neighborhoods and employment centers. Campbell’s 
attractive living environment is enhanced by its central location in the Bay Area, and extensive regional 
transportation network. 

Campbell contains many community assets and activity areas that enhance the City’s distinctive 
character and sense of place. These elements, such as commercial corridors, residential neighborhoods, 
natural and historical resources, and public improvements, provide opportunities for community pride 
and an enhanced quality of life. 

There are a number of events and celebrations that take place throughout the year that offer a wide 
variety of community entertainment and activities, including the weekly Farmers’ Market, First Friday’s 
(street entertainment and seasonally themed activities), Second Saturday’s (art, entertainment, 
sidewalk sales, and shopping), the Wine Walk in Spring and Fall, and annual events such as Oktoberfest.  

Campbell has Design Guidelines for new Single Family development, and Single Family Home Additions. 
The City developed these documents to improve the overall image and aesthetic quality of Campbell. 
Used in conjunction with the Zoning Code, the Design Guidelines help guide and inform the public about 
the desired site and building design in Campbell. Drawn from the goals and policies of the General Plan, 
the Design Guidelines serve as effective tools to direct site and building design issues. 
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Campbell also has Historic Design Guidelines which are intended to assist property owners in the 
rehabilitation and preservation of homes identified on the City of Campbell’s Historic Resources 
Inventory. These guidelines parallel many of the recommendations found in the Secretary of the 
Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation published by the U.S. Department of the Interior National Park 
Service, and are also used as a resource by the Historic Preservation Board and the City’s staff. The 
Historic Design Guidelines apply to any change in the exterior appearance of a building through 
alteration or the construction of any structure within a Historic District; designated a City Landmark; or 
properties on the City’s Historic Resources Inventory. 

Campbell has several special planning areas and associated area plans that oversee the development of 
their respective planning areas. These plans act as tools for implementing the goals and policies of the 
General Plan through the regulation of use, density, height and other design standards to achieve the 
overall vision for the selected area. Several areas of the city are unique in ways that require special 
consideration. These Special Planning Areas are described in detail in Chapter 1 (Land Use) of the 
Campbell General Plan Existing Conditions Report.   

As described previously in Chapter 2 of this report, participants in the initial visioning surveys identified 
Campbell’s small-town charm and sense of community, Campbell’s vibrant downtown, community 
activities and events, recreation and education programs and services, high quality residential areas, and 
preservation of historic structures as important to the overall image, character, and livability of the 
community. 

Issue:  Location and amount of growth 
Because the City of Campbell is a mostly built out community surrounded by urban development, new 
growth needs to occur within the city limits, at mostly infill and redevelopment of underutilized sites. 
For Campbell, this means that adding more homes, commercial, industrial, and mixed use developments 
in the community would need to occur within the City’s existing urban footprint.  This implies that 
either, A) land uses and development densities within the City intensify in order to accommodate new 
growth, and/or B) new growth must replace existing underdeveloped sites through redevelopment and 
reinvestment. New development will need to be compatible with existing surrounding uses to ensure 
Campbell retains its small-town charm, sense of community, and livability.  

Determining the location and amount of growth, and prioritizing infill and targeting new growth on the 
limited vacant lands within the city boundaries will be necessary to ensure orderly and sustainable long-
term growth that retains the most important characteristics of Campbell. The General Plan will continue 
to include policies to discourage incompatible uses. However, the location and amount and 
intensity/density of future commercial, residential, and other urban growth is an important 
consideration to ensure that growth does occur in a well-planned manner that focuses on maintaining a 
vibrant community, while providing for a range of development types in order to support the local 
economy.   

*As noted in the Key Questions and Considerations below, the pending Land Use Alternatives Report will 
focus on the issue of where and how Campbell may grow and continue to develop over the life of the 
General Plan. 
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Issue:  Location and amount of growth 

Key Questions and Considerations  
• Discussion points specifically related to the location and amount of growth will be addressed in 

the Land Use Alternatives Report. 

• Discussion points specifically related to development types in order to support the local economy 
are addressed in Section 4.2 below.  

• How can Campbell continue to develop and provide a variety of development options at infill and 
redevelopment locations, while preserving the existing community character? 

• What areas of the city can accommodate higher density and more intense land uses?  

• Should the city look to increase densities in certain portions of the city such as near 
transportation options or other resources?  

 

Opportunity:  Community Character 
A frequently repeated priority during the initial community surveying and GPAC meetings was ensuring 
that Campbell retains its small-town character, charm, and sense of community.  Campbell has unique 
community attributes, such as a distinct Downtown, community-oriented parks and recreation 
opportunities, vibrant commercial areas, and industrial/research and development areas that cater to 
local startup companies. Participants in the General Plan update process have stated that the future 
vision for Campbell should continue to build on its small-town appeal and should retain the small-town 
charm and characteristics that set Campbell apart from other nearby communities.   

“Community character” has multiple meanings. Community character refers to the physical appearance 
of a city. Community character also refers to the design of the community. Designing neighborhoods and 
commercial corridors to encourage social interaction, through walking and bicycling opportunities, 
public gathering areas, as well as focal areas (i.e., parks and neighborhood commercials districts), 
supports social interaction and encourages a sense of community. The economic, social, and cultural 
aspects of a community, which is the active participation of its citizens and businesses in community 
affairs and activities, is another important part of community character.   

Communities that provide a sense of place through recurring design elements, identified historic 
resources, and cultural amenities are essential to maintaining the quality of life in the city.  These 
features that protect and promote community character also attract visitors and may generate tourism.  
For the General Plan Update to ensure that Campbell remains unique and retains its small-town appeal, 
those characteristics that distinguish Campbell from other communities must be identified and, where 
appropriate, retained or incorporated into new development.   

DOWNTOWN  
Downtown is the historic core of Campbell and a vital community destination.  The vision for Downtown 
Campbell, as described in the Downtown Campbell Development Plan, is to continue to reinforce its 
place as the center for community activity, cultural and civic events, and as a vibrant central business 
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Opportunity:  Community Character 
district. It is intended that the Downtown be an active, walkable central business district that attracts 
local residents and visitors to experience a variety of retail businesses and restaurants. The ground level 
along East Campbell Avenue is slated for retail and restaurant to provide a vibrant, pedestrian-oriented 
streetscape. 

The Downtown Campbell Development Plan calls for new development in the Downtown to take 
advantage of opportunities to create viable retail and/or mixed use buildings that contribute to the 
context and scale of the Downtown, while maintaining its small town scale. Architectural styles should 
complement the traditional context of the Downtown and avoid contemporary designs that may be 
more appropriate in larger urban centers. During initial public surveys, approximately 50 percent of 
respondents indicated that it was “very important” (24%) or “important” (25%) to encourage mixed uses 
(housing, services, and retail) throughout Downtown.  

The General Plan can enhance the sense of community in Campbell by connecting neighborhoods and 
commercial areas to the community’s key focal points, including Downtown, community recreation 
facilities, schools, and other destinations, and transit stations.  Community design policies and decisions 
related to the circulation network can support improved connectivity and community, as can 
encouraging buildings that are oriented and scaled to the pedestrian. 

 

Key Questions and Considerations  
• Are there specific features or design elements that need to be incorporated into new and existing 

development or into specific types of buildings or areas? 

• Do Campbell’s Area Plans and Master Plans provide sufficient guidance to ensure that new 
development will contribute to Campbell’s existing architecture and historically significant 
structures?   

• How should design guidelines address industrial, commercial and mixed use projects to ensure 
that the architecture and character of new development contributes to Campbell’s existing 
development and small-town feel? 

• What standards and design characteristics will allow for additional infill development to merge 
with existing development? (i.e. multistory commercial and mixed use structures can be stepped-
back to reduce the bulk and mass of the buildings to preserve pedestrian scale and character of 
existing surrounding development).  
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4.2 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT  
Campbell’s location within the heart of the Silicon Valley offers a highly skilled workforce, and 
technologically-oriented industries.  Campbell’s economic base consists primarily of small and medium-
sized firms, as opposed to large corporate users. This is Campbell’s current competitive position, which 
is one that is unlikely to change in the near future. Employers with more than 100 workers comprise 
only 15% of the city’s jobs, indicating that Campbell’s primary economic base consists of small and 
medium-sized companies. Similarly, the average number of employees per business establishment in 
Campbell (9 employees per business) is lower than the region, which averages 15. 

An evaluation of the employment composition in the city has revealed that the manufacturing sector in 
Campbell is relatively anemic, as compared to several neighboring jurisdictions and the region overall. 
About twice as many city residents work in the manufacturing sector as there are jobs in that sector 
within the city. Manufacturing is the largest employment sector in the region, but it has not experienced 
much growth in the last several years and has a low concentration within Campbell, relative to the 
region. Conversely, the number of retail sector employees within the city is more than twice the number 
of city residents that are employed within the retail sector. The employment sector with the highest 
concentration within Campbell relative to the region is the Construction sector. This sector has also seen 
fairly strong growth during the past several years, though it is not as large a sector within the region as 
some others. Campbell is projected to see the strongest employment growth in the Financial and 
Professional Services sector and the Health, Educational and Recreational Services sector over the 
planning timeframe. This pattern is similar to projected employment increases in the County overall, 
though the County will see a bigger decline in manufacturing jobs due to its larger base of those jobs. 
Campbell imports 40% of its workforce from neighboring San Jose, while 29% of employed Campbell 
residents commute to San Jose for work. Other primary commute destinations for Campbell residents 
include Santa Clara, Sunnyvale, and Mountain View. Only 6% of Campbell residents actually work in 
Campbell; the remainder commute to other employment destinations. 

Retail spending patterns of Campbell households are proportionally similar to those of households in the 
region, though slightly lower due to slightly lower average household incomes. 

The office, retail, and industrial/flex sectors in Campbell have experienced steady increases in occupancy 
levels and rising rents for the last several years, indicating strength in the commercial real estate sector.  
However, residential growth and employment levels in Campbell and the surrounding area are likely to 
continue to increase over the next 20 years. Should the City feel that employment growth needs to keep 
pace with residential growth, the City may need to consider increasing the supply of available new office 
and industrial/flex "workspace" in order to provide adequate high-quality employment opportunities for 
local residents and area workers.  Based on existing residential and employment growth trends, there 
may be a demand for up to 600,000 square feet of new office and industrial flex space in Campbell by 
2040.  The General Plan will explore a range of options to meet the needs of a growing and changing 
workforce in Campbell.   

Capital improvements and renovations to Downtown Campbell and the Pruneyard have made these 
areas very desirable for businesses and have improved the image of the city. Rental rates in these areas 
have performed favorably as compared to the rest of the city, and some real estate professionals have 
expressed that Downtown Campbell is now more appealing than Downtown Los Gatos. 

Property values in Campbell have steadily increased over the past several years, as have property values 
in neighboring cities.  Although residential developers in the region have expressed an interest in 
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exploring new development opportunities in Campbell, they have cited the City’s maximum residential 
densities (with the maximum being 27 du/acre) as a factor which discourages such investment. Research 
has revealed that the City of Campbell does have densities lower than in some surrounding cities. When 
land prices are high, developers look to maximize the number of units that can be built per acre in order 
to realize a strong return on investment.  In order to encourage the development of housing which in 
turn would help the City realize affordable housing production through an inclusionary housing 
program, the City may want to explore potential increases in allowed residential density levels in some 
areas of Campbell.   

There are few vacant parcels left in Campbell and those are relatively small, which makes it difficult to 
assemble parcels into large enough areas to develop larger new residential and/or non-residential 
projects on undeveloped land. This reality will force existing property owners to more carefully weigh 
the current profitability of existing buildings against the potential additional profit and risk of 
demolishing those uses to develop higher and better use opportunities. 

There is also a desire by developers and landowners to subdivide properties into “small lot” parcels by 
taking advantage of the City’s more flexible Planned Development zoning regulations. While these 
applicants must still meet maximum density requirements, the Planned Development process has 
effectively increased the number of housing units in the City by allowing smaller lots than the minimum 
standard. 

Campbell’s office market is characterized by a large inventory of multi-tenant buildings that are well 
positioned to attract start-ups, boutique professional services, and some industrial/commercial users. 
Campbell is not perceived as an area for large or growing firms. Real estate brokers confirmed that 
Campbell’s office and industrial/flex space is made up of relatively small spaces that are not suited for 
growing and/or larger users. However, the city’s current role as a place for start-up companies and 
boutique professional firms appears to be an ongoing successful role for the city. 

 Issue:  Lack of space for growing companies 
While Campbell is well known for its ability to house start-up companies, there is a local perception that 
success and growth cannot be accommodated in Campbell.  Instead, It is believed companies leave the 
City because larger spaces do not exist in the local office/industrial market.  

A review of existing non-residential space indicates that 62 percent of the City’s industrial inventory and 
69 percent of the City’s office inventory is less than 10,000 square feet in size.    Well-known technology 
companies, such as Sun Microsystems, and Apple, have had facilities in Campbell, but subsequently left 
the City due to lack of space or other considerations.  More recently, a component of Campbell-
headquartered Barracuda left the City and expanded elsewhere 

During the Great Recession, many industrial and office-using businesses closed, creating a large 
inventory of vacant space.  Over the last few years, much of this space has been slowly reabsorbed as 
the economy has improved.  Campbell’s office and industrial/flex sectors have been part of this 
recovery—152,000 square feet of office and 163,000 square feet of industrial space in Campbell were 
re-absorbed between 2012 and 2015.   

Campbell’s projected job growth through 2040 suggests that up to 600,000 square feet of new office 
and industrial/flex “workspace” may be needed by 2040.  Could this future demand present a new 
opportunity to add new, large format spaces to the market?  
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The job growth projections, prepared by the Association of Bay Area Governments, are summarized in 
Figure 1, below.   Similar to projected trends across Santa Clara County, Campbell’s job growth is 
expected to include: 

• Fewer manufacturing jobs.  

• About the same amount of retail jobs, despite an anticipated increase in City households and 
their resulting spending.    

• Many more financial and professional services jobs.  A substantial proportion of these jobs will 
need office or flex “workspaces” to be provided by the marketplace in order for those projected 
jobs to exist within Campbell.   

• Many more health, educational and recreational services.  A sizeable share of health and 
educational jobs could occur in larger, institutional spaces.  

 

Figure 1: Campbell Employment Projections by Sector Grouping, 2020-2040 
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Key Questions and Considerations 
• What key industries does Campbell wish to attract over the next 10 to 20 years?

• Are the vacant and underutilized lands in the city suitable for attracting the mix of businesses
that Campbell desires?

• Are adequate sites designated to accommodate a variety of new businesses, particularly if a
business has specific siting needs?

Opportunity: Embrace Campbell’s identity as a start-up hub in the 
Region 

Dell Avenue’s light industrial and commercial spaces help support a vital economic generator for the 
West Valley portion of the San Jose-Santa Clara-Sunnyvale MSA by continuing to provide affordable and 
flexible places for new Silicon Valley ventures.  

The corridor’s many smaller buildings and parcels provide for these types of start-up activities while still 
allowing for piecemeal redevelopment.  They also fill a unique niche in the West Valley that is well-
suited for Campbell’s small size, existing inventory of office and industrial space, and proximity to 
entrepreneurs in nearby communities (such as Los Gatos).  

Key Questions and Considerations 
• Should the City preserve the Dell Avenue corridor’s affordable and flexible places which local 

start-up companies have depended on, or should the City change the nature of Dell Avenue 
corridor to attract or retain businesses in Campbell as they grow by allowing larger-scale spaces? 
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Opportunity: Modify Dell Avenue building configurations 
Dell Avenue is characterized by manufacturing, light industrial and office uses, which occur in mostly 1-2 
story buildings constructed in the 1980’s and smaller older buildings.  The existing configurations along 
this corridor mostly suit users seeking up to 10,000 square foot spaces.   

The City has pursued opportunities to facilitate higher density development and facilitate the 
assemblage of parcels along Dell Avenue through the Dell Avenue Area Plan; changes pursued could 
enable the redevelopment of larger spaces to accommodate larger companies. However the Dell 
Avenue Area Plan was discontinued by the City Council in December of 2016 due to concerns over Air 
quality and traffic impacts to surrounding areas and neighborhoods. 

Key Questions and Considerations  
Changing the nature of the Dell Avenue corridor to allow larger-scale spaces may contend with the 
following challenges: 

1. It would eliminate spaces upon which local start-up companies have depended.   

2. Growing companies may continue to prefer to locate in other sub-markets, particularly closer to 
the bay shore, that have more proximate access to larger concentrations of the region’s 
workforce.   

3. Higher-intensity development may trigger costly and/or infeasible traffic improvements. 

4. The City may be more vulnerable during future economic downturns— the loss of one large user 
would equate to the loss of several smaller users.   While smaller spaces can often be re-
tenanted over time, another large user would be needed to re-fill the entire space. 
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Opportunity: Redevelop Winchester Boulevard to accommodate 
expanding businesses 

Office and/or flex space that is incorporated into mixed-use redevelopment could provide an 
opportunity to retain growing companies that need office and/or flex space.  

Winchester Boulevard is a location that could potentially accommodate mixed-use redevelopment.  
Winchester Boulevard is largely characterized by 1960s and 1970s era strip retail centers and stand-
alone low-density commercial uses, along with two-story apartment complexes and other residential 
mixed in, along with civic/religious/institutional uses.    In 2009, the City adopted the Winchester 
Boulevard Master Plan (WBMP), which envisions this street to undertake different types of mixed-use 
redevelopment, including office, residential, and commercial uses.   

A more densely developed Winchester Boulevard could present a solution for growing companies, 
particularly the portion proximate to the Dell Avenue area and the Winchester VTA station (referred to 
as Area 1 within the WBMP).  For example, near the VTA station and Campbell Plaza Shopping Center, 
some large parcels have low-intensity development; over time, some or all of these could be 
redeveloped to contain mixed-use and/or large-format office development.  Companies could expand 
into new, larger spaces, or could grow new lines of business or business functions within nearby spaces 
in Campbell.  If high-intensity development is desired by the City, it may require a modification to the 
WBMP, which calls for a maximum building height of 55 feet and a maximum floor area ratio of 1.5 
(exclusive of residential).   

Figure 2: WBMP Subarea 1 (South of Budd Avenue) and WBMP Subarea 2 (North of Budd Avenue) 
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Figure 3: WBMP Subarea 3 (North of Campbell Avenue) 

 

Key Questions and Considerations  
• Should the City consider updates to the Winchester Boulevard Master Plan to promote higher 

intensity development including updates to the maximum building heights?  
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 Issue:  As an established city, new growth in Campbell must occur 
largely through intensification and redevelopment; however, significant 

levels of risk faced by existing building owners and/or developers 
appear to be hindering these efforts. 

The City of Campbell, as well as the greater Silicon Valley region overall, faces a significant scarcity of 
land.  As the Valley continues to add jobs and population, the ability to meet rising demand for new 
commercial and residential space is constrained by a lack of vacant land, meaning that growth must 
primarily be served by intensifying properties that already have development.   This pressure on 
commercial building space is evidenced by the low 6.7 percent vacancy rates on office space in the City. 

COMMERCIAL LAND 
The shortage of available commercial space is complicated by the fact that the building space 
preferences of technology companies continue to evolve.  In the current market, many larger users seek 
large, new, “Class A” office/ technology/ flex spaces that are in short supply in Campbell, while small 
startup companies are attracted to the City’s array of smaller, relatively affordable space.   

Local real estate professionals have indicated that, in Campbell, some property owners (particularly in 
the Dell Avenue corridor) can generate a profitable return on buildings in their current state (i.e. without 
significant reinvestment).  These property owners in Campbell benefit from very low vacancy rates, and 
continuously rising rental rates on buildings that were developed many years ago, and are primarily 
regarded as “legacy assets” that are owned “free and clear” without debt obligations to impinge on 
profitability.   

However, redeveloping a property to increase the quality or quantity of leasable space creates a level of 
risk that may be too high to warrant forgoing the status quo rental income.  When considering 
redevelopment, an owner must weigh several risks against the potential additional rent that higher 
density development would produce, such as: 

• The length of time the property would not generate income during the construction phase, 
particularly as the landowner is simultaneously outlaying significant expenditures (and often 
incurring debt) to finance improvements.   

• The potential for unforeseen or uncertain mitigation expenses, such as transportation 
improvements or other infrastructure upgrades. 

• Market timing-- commercial real estate markets can and do have periodic downturns, so there is 
always the risk that redevelopment completion will coincide with a market downturn, making 
it difficult to fill buildings at the higher lease rates required to offset the cost of construction.   

For these reasons, until land values rise significantly, many property owners will continue to favor 
generating income from existing buildings over transforming them to a more intensive use.   

RESIDENTIAL LAND 
Interviews with local real estate professionals indicate that there is interest in developing new housing 
in Campbell to meet the demands placed on the region by new employment and population growth.  
There is also interest in converting commercial uses to residential uses. However, interest is tempered 
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by financial feasibility concerns related to allowable densities in the City. 

As noted in the Economic Conditions portion of the Existing Conditions Report, residential developers 
interviewed have expressed interest in opportunities to build higher-density residential development in 
Downtown Campbell and near other light-rail stops.  However, maximum densities, which are 27 units 
per acre, may need to be increased in order to incentivize additional residential development.  Real 
estate developers active in the area have indicated that densities of approximately 50 units per acre (or 
more) would be required in order to make a residential project financially feasible. However, Campbell 
has seen several developments ranging from 22-36 units/gr acre constructed over the last decade.   
Existing community members have also expressed that preservation of Campbell’s small city 
atmosphere is a highly valued attribute, so public sentiment about higher density development may not 
be positive.   

 

Key Questions and Considerations  
• Should the City consider higher density development opportunities to promote additional 

residential developments that are in line with current market demands, and to address the 
region's housing shortage? 

• Should the City strive to accommodate new, large “Class A” office/ technology/ flex spaces in 
order to attract new businesses to the City?  If so, where should these uses be located?   

Opportunity: Creation of amenities for residents and businesses can 
increase demand for space and facilitate redevelopment over time 

While the Dell Avenue corridor may be underserved by food & beverage and convenience-oriented 
retail, it is very close to the existing commercial corridor along Winchester Boulevard.  Transit access to 
this area will also be achieved through the planned extension of the VTA light-rail, which includes the 
proposed Hacienda light rail station within the Dell Avenue area.  

Additionally, the City’s Winchester Boulevard Master Plan identifies strategies to repurpose Winchester 
Boulevard into a more vibrant, mixed-use corridor that extends down to the southern end of the City.  If 
this effort is successful, it could serve as an amenity to the nearby Dell Ave area businesses, increasing 
that area’s attractiveness to users without eliminating existing light industrial space.  Ultimately, these 
improvements should increase underlying land values along the corridor; once these values reach a 
certain threshold, developers will be incentivized to invest in revamping and/ or intensifying their 
properties to maximize profitability. 

Key Questions and Considerations 
• Are there new policies or actions that the City should include in the General Plan to encourage 

redevelopment?  

• Should the Winchester Boulevard Master Plan be updated to provide additional amenities and 
design standards to increase the attractiveness of the area to promote business development?  
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Opportunity: Increase residential densities Downtown and near 
existing VTA Transit Centers 

Campbell’s Downtown area is currently perceived as an up-and-coming, highly desirable area for retail 
uses.  Additional residential development has the ability to enhance the retail base and destination 
appeal of Downtown. If the allowable densities were increased in certain key areas of the City, such as 
Downtown and/ or near existing transit stations, the maximum value that could be derived though 
redevelopment would be increased, likely accelerating a “tipping point” and stimulating additional 
residential development.  Focusing higher density housing in areas near transit may also relieve more 
established neighborhoods from absorbing additional development. 

Such residential intensification would, of course, need to consider local community opinion.  
Additional public outreach describing the potential benefits and drawbacks of higher density 
development could help to educate the community and identify ways to maintain and enhance the 
charm of Downtown by adding local population and, at the same time, lessening or dampening the 
effects on traffic, parking, and other urban issues.   

Key Questions and Considerations 
• Should the General Plan encourage higher density developments in Downtown and near transit 

hubs? 

• Should the General Plan specifically encourage "micro-units" (e.g., counting each micro-unit as 
only ½ unit for purpose of density calculations)? 

• What additional policies should the General Plan include to ensure that higher density 
developments (if desired) will complement existing developments and community character?  

 

 Issue:  A significant portion of Campbell residents commute out of 
the City each day to go to work.  Should the City be concerned about this 

daily outflow?  Does it signify that the City has a jobs-housing imbalance? 
Only 6 percent of employed City residents work in Campbell, with the remainder commuting to other 
employment destinations.  The neighboring City of San Jose is the largest in-flow and out-flow 
contributor, as Campbell imports 40 percent of its workforce from San Jose, while 29 percent of 
Campbell’s employed residents commute to San Jose for work.  Other primary work destinations for 
Campbell residents include Santa Clara, Sunnyvale, and Mountain View.  However, further analysis by 
New Economics & Advisory indicates that this pattern is consistent with many other small-to-medium 
Silicon Valley cities, particularly those outside of the core employment zone near the bay shore, as 
illustrated in Figure 4, below.  In fact, Campbell enjoys a higher share of residents who work within the 
city compared to Saratoga and Los Altos, and a similar share as Cupertino and Los Gatos.  Some of the 
other (primarily larger) cities like Santa Clara and Mountain View have higher ratios of residents who 
work in their home city, but the average among all comparison cities is 10 percent 
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Figure 4: Percent of Workforce Living and Working in the Same Municipality 

 
 
 
Importantly, the low percentage of employed residents who remain in the City does not necessarily 
equate to a small job base.  The high commute inflow and outflow numbers more likely reflect 
Campbell’s relatively small size and location within the larger economically interconnected Silicon 
Valley. 

As shown in Figure 5, below, the number of those commuting out is slightly smaller than the number of 
those commuting in.  The employment sector analysis presented in the Economic Conditions section of 
the Existing Conditions report reviewed commuting patterns by sector identified that the only sector 
with significantly fewer jobs in Campbell than residents employed is the Manufacturing sector, Public 
Administration and Educational Services sectors. 

In the future, commuter outflows in these sectors are expected to continue, due to the concentration of 
manufacturing near the bay shore and the large higher education institutions in the region.   
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Figure 5: Campbell Commute Outflow-Inflow Comparison 

 
 
Jobs-Housing Balance 
Jobs and housing within a city are considered to be balanced when there is a 1:1 ratio between the 
number of housing units and the number of jobs located within a city.  Those cities with less than a 1:1 
ratio of jobs to housing units are generally considered “bedroom” communities in need of additional 
sources of employment within the city.  Campbell’s jobs-housing ratio of 1.67 jobs per 1.0 housing unit 
indicates the City acts as a small jobs node.  Figure 6, below, shows the recent and projected 
relationship between jobs and housing units in Campbell, based on ABAG projections of jobs and 
household growth to 2040.  
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Figure 6: Campbell Jobs-Housing Balance Summary, 2015 and 2040 

 
 

 
Key Questions and Considerations  

• Should the city promote and consider more live/work development opportunities to reduce 
outflow commuters and provide additional local jobs?  
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4.3 FISCAL SUSTAINABILITY 
Campbell’s annual operating budget has experienced steadily increasing revenues in recent years and 
relatively stable costs.  However, the City is anticipating changes in these dynamics in the near future, as 
the regional and national economy has been recovering for numerous years, nearly beyond typical 
timeframes for an economic cycle.  An economic slowdown would present a likely reduction in major 
sources of revenues, although the magnitude and composition of such reductions remain uncertain.  
This uncertainty is compounded by the fact that the City expects future costs to increase significantly 
due to rising obligations for contributions to retirement, roadway maintenance, future infrastructure 
needs, and other costs.  The combination of these conflicting forces (reduced revenues and increased 
costs) presents uncertainty for the City’s future operating budget.  The City is seeking solutions to help 
buffer against negative impacts to both revenue and expenditure streams.     

REVENUE TRENDS 
Property taxes and sales taxes are by far the largest sources of revenue for the City, accounting for 55 
percent of total General Fund revenues in the FY 2015/ 2016 City Operating Budget. Both of these 
sources have been relatively stable (although each can be affected in different ways based on changing 
macroeconomic conditions). As a largely “built-out” City, Campbell’s ability to capture additional sales 
tax and/ or property tax revenues from expanding the size of the City is limited. For Campbell to grow, it 
must do so through intensification rather than through expanding its footprint, as well as strategic 
decisions designed to maintain existing brick-and-mortar retail and expand opportunities to generate 
point-of-sale taxable sales revenues.  

The growth of on-line retail sales is changing how the City receives sales tax revenues in a number of 
ways.  First, on-line sales are continuing to rise, from 1.5 percent in 2001 to more than 10 percent in 
2016.  This pressure is impacting the need for existing brick and mortar retail space—in 2016 more than 
half of publicly-traded brick-and-mortar retailers experienced negative sales growth and the list of 
announced store closings will be responsible for removing 80 million square feet of retail space from the 
market.  At the local level, these dynamics have been most noticeable in weak performance of power 
centers.  However, these changes do not bode poorly for all cities or even all retailers.  Grocery, discount 
retailers, home improvement, and entertainment-based retail in strategic locations continue to achieve 
high rents and high sales per square foot.   New retail development is also occurring, albeit on a limited 
basis, typically seeking both higher residential densities (35,000 households within 3 miles) and higher 
household incomes ($75,000).1   

Snapshot analysis of targeted areas within Campbell indicate that shopping centers that have recently 
experienced some revitalization (such as the Pruneyard) are producing higher property tax revenues per 
acre and have seen significantly greater increases in property tax generation than centers that have not 
undergone recent revitalization efforts. Campbell’s taxable retail sales (per capita) are lower than other 
comparable cities in the region, indicating some level of retail leakage to other areas. As a major driver 
of revenue, sales tax is an important asset to any City. Because Campbell has a limited ability to develop 
new retail on undeveloped land, strategic opportunities should be considered for retail in order to 
maintain its favorable budgetary status. 

Second, a large share of on-line sales end up filtering back to local cities and counties in the form of 
“use” tax (Countywide pool), which is collected based on a resident’s home county, and then distributed 
among to the cities and the unincorporated area based on the share of brick-and-mortar sales.  For this 

                                                           
1 Co-Star Retail Outlook 2016-2017 Webinar.   
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reason, it is important for the City to maintain as much brick-and-mortar sales as possible.  While it is 
difficult to quantify the precise share of sales and use tax revenues citywide that is associated with use 
tax, City staff reports that this share has been increasing.   

Third, “sales” tax generated by on-line shopping (for those companies that have a California stores but 
also conduct on-line sales) are credited to the location of that sale, which increasingly now occurs at an 
office or warehouse space.  Cities that can attract these “point of sale” uses stand to reap the sales tax 
revenues from these types of sales.  For example, SwimOutlet.com is located in the City; this web-based 
company generates taxable sales for Campbell because its office also acts as a point of sale.  

Another anticipated change in revenues is associated with the newly adopted gas tax increase and a 
new registration fee.  Beginning in late 2017, the base excise tax will increase from 18 cents to 30 cents 
per gallon.  Then, in 2018, car owners will pay a new “transportation improvement fee” in conjunction 
with their car registration fee; the new fee will be based on the value of their vehicle.   A portion of 
these funds will filter back to local cities and counties to fund road maintenance and repair projects, 
railroad grade separations, complete street improvements, public transit, congestions relief, and other 
transportation related projects.  Campbell can expect to receive additional revenues from these sources, 
likely beginning in 2018.   

EXPENDITURE TRENDS 
A study commissioned by the City in 2014 indicates that Campbell’s annual General Fund expenditures 
are relatively low (per capita) as compared to other comparable cities and this has likely not changed 
significantly in more recent years. The City’s Finance Department has been tracking historical trends and 
proactively maintaining internal projections to anticipate potential budgetary issues. The City closely 
monitors changes in expenses and revenues and analyzes potential areas of concern by looking far out 
into the future. 

Certain cost items may present some difficulty in the future, and the City is actively considering shifting 
some resources in order to cover and mitigate these costs.  Perhaps the most pressing concern 
regarding the City’s future expenditure levels is the anticipated rise in retirement costs.  In early 2017, 
the California Public Employees’ Retirement System (CalPERS) revised its assumed discount rate from 
7.5% to 7.0%; this reduction will be phased in over a three-year period, beginning in 2018 and will result 
in the need for the state and local jurisdictions to significantly increase their contributions to retirement 
funds for a period of at least seven years.  

Rising employee health care costs, some deferred infrastructure maintenance (especially roadway), and 
technology equipment upgrades are also expected to present major cost increases going forward. In 
addition, citywide facilities (such as City Hall, the library, and/or Community Center) may require 
expansion and/or renovation to accommodate a growing population over time. To the extent that 
capital facility improvements are needed to support new development, funding mechanisms such as 
development impact fees may be needed to ensure that growth pays its proportionate share for these 
facilities.  Debt issuance, backed by increased taxes, is currently being contemplated as a possible option 
to fund the City’s future infrastructure needs. 

Campbell, like many other cities and counties in California, faces significant challenges in maintaining 
existing roads. While funding for road maintenance is handled primarily outside of the General Fund, 
this issue is acknowledged here because future growth will rely upon existing roads (as the City is largely 
built out and will not experience growth through the development of vacant land). The enactment of 
the County’s Measure B (a ½ cent sales tax) is expected to provide a major increase in annual funding for 
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street maintenance, but new development will need to fund its proportionate share of impacts on City 
roads. Funding for road upgrades and maintenance will likely continue to be a challenge going forward. 
The City has relied upon a combination of road fees, impact fees, and General Fund Capital 
Improvement Program Reserves (CIPR) to move toward the desired Pavement Condition Index level for 
the City’s road network as a whole. In turn, some street maintenance staffing positions are funded 
through Gas Tax revenues (which are actually outside the General Fund). The City’s 2015/16 adopted 
budget includes $1.7 million in street maintenance projects. Going forward, an annual level of about 
$2.5 million would be needed to reach and hold the desired Pavement Condition Index level. To reach 
this level, additional funding or a reallocation of existing funding would be needed. 
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Issue: Maintaining fiscal health 
Coming out of the Great Recession, Campbell has been vigilant about preserving and enhancing the 
City’s fiscal health, in part to withstand future economic downturns.  The City is now anticipating a 
change in the business cycle, as well as increased expenditures and a combination of increasing costs 
and decreasing revenues, which is expected to impact the City’s future fiscal health.   

Figure 7, below, summarizes annual General Fund revenues and expenses for the City between FY 
2010/11 and 2021/22.  As shown, the City has been steadily growing its revenue and expenses in each 
year since 2010/11.  However, while the FY 2016/ 17 Budget reflects a balance of revenues and 
expenses, in subsequent years the City’s annual expenses are anticipated to be greater than annual 
revenues.  Revenues are anticipated to remain relatively flat over the next five years, while expenses are 
projected to grow by 13 percent, ultimately resulting in a shortfall of approximately $4.5 million in FY 
2021/22. 

For cities and counties in California, sales tax revenue is one of the largest sources of discretionary 
revenue—i.e. revenue that can be used for virtually any legitimate purpose.  Campbell’s sales tax 
revenue per capita has historically been lower than some neighboring medium-sized cities, which 
generate revenue from headquarters and manufacturing locations, as well as major regional shopping 
centers.  Moreover, as a landlocked and largely “built-out” City, opportunities to create new retail 
centers on vacant and/or undeveloped land are scarce.   

Figure 7: City of Campbell General Fund Revenue and Expenditure Trends: FY 2011 through FY 2022 
(Projected) 
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Key Questions and Considerations  
• Should Campbell consider prioritizing key future redevelopment sites to include retail 

development, to increase its sales tax basis in the future? 

• Are there certain programs or services whose costs can be reduced in future years, in order to 
compensate for possible fiscal shortfalls? 

• Can the City prepare to reposition certain big-box retail buildings to accommodate 
warehousing/distribution activities that may still be a “point of sale” for sales tax revenues?   

• The following opportunity presents strategies to promote fiscal health within Campbell through 
the promotion of unique retail areas within the city.   

 

Opportunity: Maintain and enhance unique retail 
Traditional brick-and-mortar retail will likely continue to decline; as more retail purchases are made on-
line, there will be less demand for existing or new large-format retail stores.  A windshield survey 
performed by New Economics indicates that Campbell appears to have a limited amount of space 
dedicated to big-box retail, whereas other nearby cities have more multi-use power centers and malls 
with department stores and comparison goods.  This dynamic actually bodes well for the City in the near-
term because it means that the City is not overly dependent upon brick-and-mortar retail and will be 
relatively insulated from ongoing big-box store closures.  In addition, to the extent that big-box stores in 
Campbell do close, it is more likely to occur on single-owner parcels that can be sold for redevelopment 
opportunities.   

These changes in the retail market will not eliminate the need for retail space-- City residents and 
daytime workers will continue to seek out retail environments that are more experiential and/or local 
serving in nature.  The retail experience is expected to replace commodity purchasing as the goal.  
Restaurants, service-based retail, and other destination-based retail environs will likely remain popular.   

Downtown Campbell is an example of a successful experiential retail environment.  To preserve and 
increase the sales tax revenue base, the City should continue to work to strengthen the unique charm of 
Downtown.  Growth in the local population (i.e. more residential and office development) as well as 
enhancements to the retail environment (through recruitment of more stores and improvement of 
public amenities) can help to strengthen performance of existing retail stores and grow the array of 
offerings.   

Similar efforts can also be undertaken at other key centers, such as the Pruneyard and/or other key infill 
locations throughout the City.  In this manner, the City can position itself to be buffered from short-term 
retail adjustments while achieving mid-term growth in taxable retail sales, which is important to 
maintaining its favorable budgetary status.   

In addition, recruitment of additional web-based companies that occupy only office space but are also a 
“point of sale” for retail transactions, would have the benefit of increasing the number of daytime 
population (to patronize local restaurants and shops) with less customer-related traffic adding wear and 
tear to local roads.   
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Key Questions and Considerations 
• Should the City focus on any specific types of development, locations for development, or specific 

improvements in order to promote a unique vibrant retail commercial base and generate 
increased revenues? 

 

Opportunity: Use industrial or former big-box retail space to attract 
“point of sale” retail for the City 

While traditional space for comparison retail goods is expected to shrink, the re-use of these buildings 
creates a potential opportunity for the City to reactivate that space as an industrial use that generates 
sales tax revenues.  Growing on-line retailers are expected to need to stock retail goods within close 
proximity to population nodes, and Campbell’s big-box buildings could present such an opportunity.   

 The assessed values for these properties may fall compared to their current value as retail uses, 
resulting in lower levels of property tax revenues.  However, if the new users have “point of sale” 
transactions, the associated increase in sales tax revenues could more than offset the loss in property tax 
values. 

 

Key Questions and Considerations 
• To the extent that goods are shipped from these locations, there could be additional truck traffic 

generated by these uses.   
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4.4 TRANSPORTATION AND CIRCULATION 
Campbell has jurisdiction over all City streets and City-operated traffic signals. The neighboring cities of 
San José and Los Gatos have jurisdiction over local roadways within their respective jurisdictional 
boundaries. The California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) has jurisdiction over State facilities, 
including State Route (SR) 17 and SR 85. Caltrans also has jurisdiction over on- and off-ramp 
intersections with local streets. The County of Santa Clara has jurisdiction over streets in unincorporated 
areas as well as all of the County expressways (e.g., San Tomas Expressway). The Santa Clara Valley 
Transportation Authority (VTA) is the transit agency that operates light rail transit (LRT) and buses within 
the city limits. 

Participants during initial surveying highlighted the following points and issues to address and consider 
with respect to transportation and circulation: 

• Encourage alternatives to driving.  

• Expand public transportation options. 

• Provide new sidewalks in already developed neighborhoods.  

• Expand and enhance the network of pedestrian and bicycle trails. 

• Located new housing with convenient access to public transportation.  

Opportunity:  Complete Streets 
All local governments in California must include a complete streets policy in their general plan circulation 
element according to Assembly Bill 1358 such that “the circulation of users of streets… be 
accommodated in a manner suitable for the respective setting… and that users… include bicyclists, 
children, persons with disabilities, motorists, movers of commercial goods, pedestrians, public 
transportation, and seniors.”  

Furthermore, cities in the Bay Area are required to have adopted complete streets policies to be eligible 
for funding administered by the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC), such as the One Bay 
Area Grant Program (OBAG). Complete streets policies must include nine elements specified by MTC, 
and may be adopted as part of a general plan update or by a stand-alone resolution of the City Council. 

In general, strong complete streets policies use clear and direct language, specify the actions that the city 
will undertake to implement the policy, and build on existing policies and practices adopted by the city. 
MTC has developed a model complete streets policy to assist local jurisdictions in developing their own 
policies2. MTC requires that cities receiving funding adopt policies that include the following nine 
elements, all of which are detailed in the model policy:  

1. Includes a vision for how and why Campbell wants to complete its streets 

2. Specifies that “all users” includes pedestrians, bicyclists and transit passengers of all ages and 
abilities, as well as trucks, buses and motor vehicles 

3. Applies to both new and retrofit projects, including design, planning, maintenance, and 

                                                           
2 http://www.changelabsolutions.org/publications/complete-streets-res-local-gov 
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operations, for the entire right of way 

4. Makes any exceptions specific and sets a clear procedure that requires high-level approval of 
exceptions                                

5. Encourages street connectivity and aims to create a comprehensive, integrated, connected 
network for all modes 

6. Directs the use of the latest and best design criteria and guidelines while recognizing the need 
for flexibility in balancing user needs 

7. Directs that Complete Streets solutions will complement the context of the community 

8. Establishes performance standards with measurable outcomes 

9. Includes specific next steps for implementation of the policy 

Many cities in the Bay Area, have adopted stand-alone policies based on MTC’s framework. Typically, 
changes are made to reflect the local development context and community values, and to build on 
existing policies and practices. For example, the model policy requires that exemptions from complete 
streets requirements be signed off on by the city’s public works director. 

The City of Campbell adopted a Complete Streets policy complying with MTC guidelines on January 15, 
2013. 

Key Questions and Considerations 
• How can Campbell Improve the transportation environment for all users and improve safety at 

key intersections and crossings? 

• How can the General Plan Continue to build upon current Complete Streets policy to further 
address community needs and values? 
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Issue:  Shift from LOS to VMT thresholds 
The passage of SB 743 changes transportation impact analysis as part of CEQA compliance including the 
elimination of auto delay, level of service (LOS), and other similar measures of vehicular capacity or 
traffic congestion as a basis for determining significant impacts. The Governor’s Office of Planning and 
Research (OPR) has issued draft guidance for this update to the CEQA guidelines, and recommends use 
of Vehicle Miles Traveled, or VMT, as the preferred CEQA transportation metric. As such, the City will 
need to set new thresholds for transportation impacts based on VMT.  

Intersection LOS has several benefits: 

• It has been used for over 30 years and therefore has allowed the transportation impacts for all 
projects in Campbell to be evaluated on a consistent basis 

• The City has been able to obtain funding for roadway improvements from sponsors of projects 
that have significant intersection impacts 

Intersection LOS also has some limitations: 

• It only evaluates roadway performance from the drivers’ perspective; it does not capture 
potential impacts on transit, bicycle, and pedestrian modes 

• Mitigation measures to improve LOS typically include widening intersections which has negative 
effects on other modes and can induce more vehicle travel causing even greater level of 
congestion 

• It discourages infill development 

VMT does not directly measure traffic operations but instead is a measure of network use or efficiency, 
especially if expressed as a function of population or employment (i.e., average daily vehicle miles 
travelled per capita). VMT can be used to assess traffic operations by measuring VMT that occurs during 
peak periods or on congested roadways (i.e., congested VMT). Efforts to reduce peak period or 
congested VMT can have the co-benefit of reducing travel delays presuming the level of improvement 
does not induce new vehicle travel. Also, VMT is routinely used in current CEQA analyses to estimate air 
pollution emissions, greenhouse gases (GHGs), and energy consumption.  

VMT is typically calculated using travel demand models, which estimate the total number and length of 
vehicle trips for a given area. VTA will be preparing baseline VMT estimates to help cities in Santa Clara 
County to develop VMT thresholds. The VMT calculation method for individual projects has yet to be 
determined. 
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Issue:  Shift from LOS to VMT thresholds 

Key Questions and Considerations 
OPR continues to develop guidelines with input from Metropolitan Planning Organizations across the 
state. Currently, OPR is anticipated to adopt final guidelines sometime in 2017. Once OPR adopts final 
guidance, VTA is anticipated to provide technical support for local jurisdictions seeking to develop VMT 
thresholds.  

• Should Campbell work with VTA and other jurisdictions to develop a stand-alone VMT threshold 
policy that is consistent with OPR guidance and allows consistent analysis of new development 
projects? 

• Should Campbell’s General Plan update retain LOS criteria alongside VMT? 

The following considerations present several options for Campbell to consider. 

VMT baseline setting: In setting a VMT baseline, Campbell has at least two options: 

1. Rely on VMT threshold recommendations developed by OPR 

In absence of lead agency specific thresholds, VMT impact analysis may rely on the 
thresholds contained in the OPR SB 743 recommendations once they are final. Draft OPR 
recommendations for land use project VMT thresholds are set at fifteen percent below 
baseline VMT/capita for the city or region in suburban areas. Due to its existing land use 
and travel patterns, Campbell’s average VMT is likely to be at or above the regional 
baseline for the Bay Area. As a result, new development projects located further than a 
half-mile from a transit facility (such as a VTA light rail station) would likely have to 
incorporate project changes and/or transportation demand management (TDM) 
measures. For projects not able to reach this maximum level of reduction, VMT impacts 
would remain significant and unavoidable, and preparation of an environmental impact 
report (EIR) would be necessary, with approval of impact override findings for project 
approval. New development projects would face similar challenges if VTA develops a 
sub-regional baseline for Santa Clara County, although Campbell’s average VMT is likely 
to be closer to the county average than to the regional average. 

2. Develop jurisdiction-specific VMT thresholds 

If Campbell decides to set its own thresholds, those thresholds should be consistent with 
key regional transportation planning documents, such as Plan Bay Area, this region’s 
Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Community Strategy that contains regional 
and local projections of VMT growth associated with anticipated changes in population, 
employment, and the regional transportation network. Additional VMT reduction may be 
achieved at the project level especially through TDM strategies and active transportation 
network expansion, which are not fully accounted for in regional-level travel forecasting 
models. VTA may provide technical support for jurisdictions in Santa Clara County that 
choose to develop local thresholds. 
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Issue:  Shift from LOS to VMT thresholds 
Retaining LOS criteria: Although VMT will be the primary metric for CEQA analysis, LOS may play 
a role in Campbell’s approach to transportation impact analysis. In the near term, transportation 
studies for new development projects in Santa Clara County will be required to analyze impacts 
using the LOS metric identified in the VTA TIA Guidelines (2014) and LOS Analysis Guidelines 
(2003). In the long term, Campbell has at least four options for incorporating LOS analysis in 
transportation studies:  

1. Retain LOS criteria in the General Plan and require project-level LOS analysis and 
compliance 

Pros: Continues to provide a detailed assessment of the effects of individual land use 
projects on traffic operations and an opportunity to require improvements from projects 
due to impacts on local roadway capacity and delay.  

Cons: Requires substantial staff time and developer cost to prepare and review individual 
Traffic Impact Analysis reports for land use projects consistent with the General Plan. 
Campbell’s roadway system is already built out, so there is limited potential for roadway 
improvements.  

2. Retain LOS criteria in General Plan for use in designing roadway system improvements 
and site access driveways and remove from CEQA documents 

Pros: Provides a streamlined review and permitting process for land use projects. 
Ensures that traffic operations are still considered in roadway and driveway designs. 

Cons: May provide a less detailed picture of transportation network effects of any given 
project.  

3. Develop a transportation network improvement plan as part of the General Plan 
update and implement a transportation impact fee program plus any supplemental 
funding mechanisms to fully fund the General Plan circulation improvements 

Pros: Provides a streamlined review and permitting process for land use projects. 
Ensures that future development contributes their fair share for transportation capacity 
enhancement projects. 

Cons: May provide a less detailed picture of transportation network effects of any given 
project.  

4. Eliminate LOS criteria from General Plan and rely only on VMT analysis in CEQA 
reviews 

Pros: Further streamlines project review and permitting process for all projects (both 
those included in the General Plan and those not included in the General Plan).  

Cons: The development and environmental review processes would no longer provide 
traffic operations or network performance information related to delay or travel time. 
These measures are generally important to residents, workers, business owners, and 
visitors.  
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Issue:  Congestion management on local streets 
Traffic volumes and congestion on Campbell streets have been increasing in the last several years in 
direct response to employment and population increases within the region. Since Campbell is 
surrounded by communities that make independent land use decisions, it will continue to experience 
growth in traffic, even if it does not add new jobs, residents, or retail space.  Moreover, Campbell’s 
roadway system is built out, with limited opportunity to add travel lanes or expand intersections. As a 
result, Campbell is confronted with traffic congestion that arises from factors outside its control, and has 
little ability to ease congestion with increased capacity.  

This issue is addressed in existing General Plan Policy LUT-1.4: “Regional Traffic Management: Lead and 
participate in initiatives and functions to manage regional traffic and to reduce congestions on area 
roadways.” Supporting strategies include supporting high-occupancy vehicle lanes on freeways and 
expressways, supporting freeway information systems to improve freeway performances, and designing 
regional arterials to accommodate through traffic.  

Campbell should continue to support improvements to freeways and expressways which are designed to 
carry regional traffic. Mobility within Campbell can be enhanced through improved pedestrian 
connections, an expanded bicycle network, more-efficient transit service, use of emerging technologies, 
and changing travel behavior. New pedestrian and bicycle facilities are being planned as part of the 
City’s General Plan update and other City and VTA-sponsored studies. The VTA will be modifying its bus 
service as part of the Next Network study, which was recently approved in 2017, with service changes 
taking place in Fall 2017. While service changes may still be modified, the new service plan is likely to 
result in some consolidated bus routes serving Campbell and frequency of service changes on several 
routes (frequency of light rail is expected to increase). New transportation services, including 
Transportation Network Companies (TNCs) like Uber and Lyft, private bus operators like Chariot, and 
local shuttle bus services can supplement traditional bus service, often at lower costs to the operator, 
however future pricing and costs associated with TNCs are unknown, therefore current pricing may not 
be representative of future costs.  

Autonomous/automated (driverless) vehicles will be introduced to the vehicle fleet in large numbers 
between 2020 and 2050. Their impact on the transportation system is expected to be mixed. It is likely 
that automated vehicles will use existing capacity more efficiently that driver-operated vehicles, since 
vehicles will be able to communicate and operate with shorter separation distances. However, 
automated vehicles are likely to increase overall vehicle travel and traffic congestion because they 
reduce the “cost” of driving in time and attention. People may be willing to travel farther or during more 
congested times as their in-vehicle time will be more productive. Moreover, individuals who cannot 
drive are likely to have a vehicle available to them, putting more vehicles on the road at any time. 
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Issue:  Congestion management on local streets 

Key Questions and Considerations 
• To address vehicle access to and from Campbell, should Campbell maintain policies related to 

inter-governmental cooperation regarding freeway and expressway improvements? 

• Transit (buses and light rail) can move large groups of people more efficiently than individual 
vehicles. Therefore, should the City work with VTA, as addressed in Strategy LUT-1.2a, and 
consider prioritizing roadway lanes on bus routes (such as Winchester Boulevard, Bascom 
Avenue, and Hamilton Avenue) for transit vehicles to make transit more time-competitive with 
driving? 

• Should Campbell, improve conditions for non-auto modes that can provide transportation 
options for residents, workers, and visitors? To provide viable alternatives to driving, walking, 
bicycling, and local transit must have complete networks, similar to the existing street network 
for private vehicles. These options are described in greater detail below. 

 
 
 

Issue:  Transit Access 
This issue is addressed in the existing General Plan, via Policy LUT-1.2, Regional Land Use and 
Transportation Planning: “Promote integrated and coordinated regional land use and transportation 
planning,” and in Policy LUT-1.3:  Transportation Needs: “Plan for the regional transportation needs of 
the community.”  

Since Campbell does not operate transit, it currently advocates for the needs of its residents and 
workers with local and regional transit operators. VTA provides bus and LRT service to Campbell, with 
nine local bus routes, two express bus routes, and one LRT line. VTA’s 2040 Valley Transportation Plan 
includes the extension of light rail to Vasona Junction Station in Los Gatos. This project has the potential 
to increase transit ridership between Campbell and Los Gatos and pedestrian traffic in downtown 
Campbell and along Hamilton Avenue, which are currently served by light rail. 

VTA has faced declining ridership since 2001 and currently has one of the nation’s lowest farebox 
recovery ratios, with only 15 percent of operating costs being paid directly by riders. VTA recently 
approved the Next Network study, which aims to improve overall ridership, improve farebox recovery, 
and provide connections to new BART stations. Proposed changes that would affect Campbell include 
improved bus service to employment centers in north Santa Clara and Sunnyvale, direct bus service to 
the new Berryessa BART station, and removal or consolidation of some low-ridership lines. While route 
and schedule changes are still ongoing, the new service plan is likely to result in consolidated bus routes 
serving Campbell as well as changes in frequency of service.  

Reducing service has social justice and equity consequences, as many transit riders do not have an 
available car and/or have low incomes and use transit to travel between their homes and their jobs. 
Additionally, VTA’s paratransit service area and operations are determined by its regular transit service. 
As a result, eliminating routes or reducing operating hours will reduce access for people who rely on 
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Issue:  Transit Access 
paratransit. If transit coverage and operating hours are reduced, other arrangements should be made 
for people who rely on transit and reside and/or work in Campbell.  

Some cities in Santa Clara County, including Mountain View and Palo Alto, have partnered with private 
sector employers to provide community shuttle service. These services have typically been provided to 
help mitigate the traffic generating effects of new development and employment growth, and are 
reliant on investment from employers and developers. VTA has explored the use of on-demand shuttles 
to fill gaps in transit network coverage. New transportation services, including Transportation Network 
Companies (TNCs) like Uber and Lyft, and private micro-transit operators like Chariot, can also 
supplement traditional bus service, often at lower costs to the operator (Note: costs associated with 
TNCs are not fixed, and future pricing may not reflect the savings from current pricing).  

Key Questions and Considerations 
• Should Campbell maintain policies related to inter-governmental cooperation with VTA and MTC 

in order to maintain and improve transit service to Campbell residents, visitors, and workers? 

• Should Campbell also look for opportunities to partner with new transit services, such as TNCs 
and microbuses, to meet the needs of residents and workers who are not served by the main 
transit and paratransit network? Some cities have partnered with TNCs such as Uber and Lyft to 
serve lower density areas. TNCs have lower operating costs and therefore can serve these areas 
in a more cost-efficient manner. 

 
 

Issue:  Walkability And Bikeability 
Campbell has the potential to be a very walkable and bikeable community due to its flat terrain and 
temperate climate. The limited opportunities to expand automobile travel in Campbell’s already built-
out network creates a need for alternatives, including walking and bicycling. Bicycling has become a 
more popular travel mode across the Bay Area over the past decade, and has the potential to replace 
vehicle trips, particularly trips of five miles or less. Walking and biking are also active modes that have 
health as well as transportation benefits. However, the city’s existing infrastructure can make it difficult 
to walk and bicycle. Major barriers to walking and bicycling include gaps in the sidewalk system, wide 
roadways with high traffic volumes and high travel speeds that are difficult to cross and unpleasant to 
walk or bike on, and incomplete network of dedicated bicycle facilities (such as bike lanes and trails), 
particularly for east-west travel.  

VTA is currently developing a Countywide Bicycle Master Plan that will define a network of facilities that 
enable bicycle travel throughout Santa Clara County. Although some of these facilities are already on the 
ground, most have not yet been constructed. VTA is relying on local agencies, including Campbell, to 
design and build bicycle facilities included in the Countywide Bicycle Master Plan. 

Best practices for bicycle and pedestrian facility design have changed substantially over the past decade, 
based on new research on safety and comfort for users and on typical design practices from nations 
with high rates of bicycling, such as the Netherlands. Several local jurisdictions have adopted custom 
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Issue:  Walkability And Bikeability 
design standards. In addition to the California Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, which 
addresses bicycle facility design, VTA’s Pedestrian Technical Guidelines and Bicycle Technical Guidelines 
provide a starting point for local jurisdictions seeking to provide high-quality facilities. The City of San 
Jose is currently developing its own set of Complete Streets Design Guidelines and is expected to adopt 
them in 2017. Local jurisdictions have also drawn on street and bikeway design guidelines published by 
the National Association of City Transportation Officials (NACTO) in developing targeted improvements. 
In many cases, NACTO-recommended treatments have not yet been fully vetted by federal and state 
agencies. As a result, local jurisdictions have typically implemented these treatments as part of a formal 
experimentation process overseen by the California Traffic Control Devices Committee. 

Cities around the Bay Area, including San Jose and San Francisco, have recently adopted a Vision Zero 
approach to improving traffic safety. Vision Zero is a strategy to eliminate all traffic fatalities and severe 
injuries for all modes of travel. Since people walking and biking are among the most vulnerable road 
users, Vision Zero programs typically involve improvements oriented toward pedestrian and bicycle 
modes. Implementing a Vision Zero strategy requires cities to measure performance, set timelines and 
specific goals for improvements, and work across disciplines and departments to improve safety. The 
Silicon Valley Bicycle Coalition (SVBC) and California Walks recently developed a Vision Zero Toolkit to 
support cities seeking to adopt this approach. Vision Zero implementation in San Jose and San Francisco 
can provide useful lessons. 

Key Questions and Considerations 
Campbell can improve walking and bicycling conditions by developing a Pedestrian Master Plan and a 
Bicycle Master Plan that include prioritized lists of improvements. Developing master plans for walking 
and bicycling will provide an opportunity for Campbell residents and workers to shape the transportation 
networks they rely on. Updated master plans can also improve Campbell’s ability to win grant funding 
for bicycle and pedestrian plans. Pedestrian and bicycle master plans are already included as Strategies 
LUT-2.1a and LUT-2.1h. 

• Should Campbell consider adopting a Vision Zero policy and implementation program to reduce 
the number and severity of crashes on its streets? The Vision Zero Toolkit from SVBC and 
California Walks provides a good starting point for developing and implementing Vision Zero in 
Campbell. 

• Should the City of Campbell continue to invest in its bicycle and pedestrian network and remain 
active in countywide efforts to improve walking and bicycling, including designing and 
constructing facilities that are part of VTA’s Countywide Bicycle Master Plan? 

• Should Campbell consider adopting citywide design standards that require transportation 
improvements to meet high standards for walkability and bikeability? The Los Angeles County 
Model Design Manual for Living Streets and the City of San Jose’s forthcoming complete streets 
guidelines can provide a starting point for Campbell’s design guidelines.  

• Where appropriate, should Campbell consider working with the California Traffic Control Devices 
Committee to implement innovative treatments through the formal experimentation process? 
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Issue:  Transportation Demand Management 
One type of solution to roadway congestion is to reduce the amount of traffic traveling on roadways, 
especially during peak commute hours. Transportation Demand Management (TDM) is the name used 
to describe various measures and strategies to reduce traffic, primarily by converting drive-alone or 
single-occupancy vehicle (SOV) trips to walking, biking, rideshare, or transit trips. TDM plans are 
becoming more prevalent and TDM strategies and measures are constantly changing with new 
technologies such as ridesharing, smart phone applications, bike share, car share, and TNCs.  

In Silicon Valley, TDM programs are common among large employers, particularly in the technology 
industry. As large employers have demonstrated TDM’s ability to reduce vehicle trips made by 
commuters, TDM has become a common way for new commercial developments to reduce their 
projected impacts on the transportation network. The 2014 update of the VTA TIA Guidelines provides a 
means for transportation impact analyses to take TDM programs into account when estimating how 
many trips a development project will generate. For the most part, TDM requirements have been 
imposed at the level of individual developments. 

Several nearby cities have adopted policies that require new developments to implement TDM 
programs. Mountain View and Sunnyvale have recently implemented TDM requirements for new 
commercial developments within the North Bayshore Precise Plan Area and the Peery Plan Specific Plan 
Area, respectively. At the end of 2016, Sunnyvale adopted a separate TDM requirement for all new 
multi-family housing developments. As part of its Climate Action Plan, the City of Santa Clara has also 
adopted TDM requirements for specific types of new development. San Jose is in the early stages of 
developing a citywide policy on TDM. 

The cities of San Jose and Palo Alto have also begun to develop voluntary TDM programs focused on 
existing development in their downtown areas. Palo Alto has created a Transportation Management 
Association to coordinate efforts to reduce vehicle trips made by downtown employees. San Jose is 
currently managing a pilot program to encourage downtown residents to shift travel from driving to 
other modes. 
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Issue:  Transportation Demand Management 

Key Questions and Considerations 
• Should Campbell adopt and implement a Transportation Demand Management (TDM) program? 

Campbell already has some TDM policies in its General Plan. For example, Strategy LUT 1.4a encourages 
alternative work habits such as working at home, Strategy LUT-1.5e encourages major employers to 
develop shuttle services, and Strategy LUT-2.1q requires TDM site design measures for employment 
centers. These strategies can be combined into one TDM policy that applies to all development types (not 
just employment centers) with specific details addressed in a supplementary document that can be 
modified without requiring a General Plan amendment.  

Campbell can learn from the experience of surrounding cities when developing a stand-alone TDM policy. 
Some key considerations when developing a TDM policy include: 

• How to balance requirements on existing vs. new development  

• How to reflect the different densities and characteristics of neighborhoods in Campbell 

• How to balance Campbell’s desire for growth with developer interest and capacity to fund 
programs 

• Whether to implement TDM requirements citywide, within specific plan areas, or at the project 
level 

• How to make compliance straightforward for developers and building operators 

• How to determine achievable and realistic performance goals for TDM programs in a suburban 
environment 

• How to monitor TDM performance to ensure that program goals are achieved 

• How to minimize the ongoing commitment of City resources to TDM enforcement 

 
 

Issue:  Parking Standards 
Like most cities, Campbell has many more parking spaces than vehicles. Driveway and garage spaces in 
residential neighborhoods, parking spaces provided at stores, office buildings, community buildings, and 
parking garages in downtown Campbell, all contribute to Campbell’s total parking supply. Providing 
parking spaces is expensive when land and construction costs are considered, especially since many are 
empty for large portions of each day. The number of spaces provided at each building is based on City 
code requirements, which are based on parking demand rates that incorporate historic vehicle 
ownership levels, land use patterns, and parking characteristics.  

As autonomous vehicles become more prevalent from 2020 through 2050, vehicle ownership rates will 
likely decrease, as autonomous vehicles owned by Transportation Network Companies (TNCs) become 
an affordable and convenient alternative to vehicle ownership. Autonomous vehicles owned by TNCs 
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Issue:  Parking Standards 
will be operated almost continuously, picking up, conveying, and dropping off passengers, rather than 
sitting idle in a parking space. Moreover, privately-owned autonomous vehicles will be able to drop off 
their users and park themselves, which will reduce the need to provide parking next to every destination 
and allow parking supply to be shared at the neighborhood level. Therefore, City parking policy needs to 
accommodate these changes in vehicle ownership rates and changes in parking characteristics. 

 

Key Questions and Considerations 
• Should the City’s parking policies include flexibility to account for anticipated changes to parking 

demand? Should new policies address: shared parking, parking supply requirements, and parking 
facility design? 

Shared parking: General Plan policy LUT-12.1a supports shared parking in mixed-use developments, 
where individual uses have parking demands at different times of the day (for example residential and 
office uses).  

• Should Campbell consider a policy that would allow shared parking on an area-wide or 
neighborhood basis? 

• Should Campbell consider reducing parking requirements for new buildings, to recognize that 
autonomous vehicles are likely to reduce vehicle ownership and permit shared parking across 
larger areas? In the near term, reduced parking requirements can also work to discourage 
driving.  

• To ensure that reduced parking supplies at new developments do not create hardship for existing 
residents, should Campbell consider extending its permit parking pilot program. 

• Should Campbell also consider developing design guidelines for new development that recognize 
the shifting needs for parking?  

• Should Parking facilities be designed so that they can be converted to other uses at a future 
date? Design guidance can also be provided to enhance pick-up/drop-off areas in lieu of some 
parking. 
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Issue:  Policies within the current General Plan document 
The existing General Plan document includes a large number of policies and strategies. While these 
policies and strategies provide useful details for implementing General Plan policies, the number of 
specific policies can obscure the General Plan’s overall policy direction. Changes in state and regional 
regulations, travel patterns, and technology can also make highly specific policy guidance obsolete over 
the lifetime of a General Plan.  

 

Key Questions and Considerations 
• To make its General Plan a more useful and accessible document, should Campbell consolidate 

the General Plan’s policies and strategies, eliminate unnecessary detail, and refer very specific 
direction to stand-alone plans?  
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4.5 CONSERVATION AND OPEN SPACE 
While most of Campbell is developed with urban uses, there are significant areas of open space and 
riparian lands located in the city. A major ecological and open space resource in Campbell is its 
waterways, including two creeks Los Gatos Creek, and San Tomas Aquino Creek that traverse the 
Planning Area.  

The Conservation and Open Space elements of the General Plan will address a wide range of issues and 
topics, including, but not limited to: 

• Natural and biological resources 

• Water quality 

• Air quality and greenhouse gases 

• Energy and resource conservation 

• Cultural and historical resources 

• Habitat for plants, animals, and fish species 

• Protection of ecologically sensitive areas (creeks, riparian habitat, and wetlands) 

During the initial community surveying and GPAC meetings for the General Plan Update, residents and 
stakeholders identified numerous concerns and priorities related to the topics of conservation and open 
space.  Some of the primary concerns and opportunities regarding natural resources identified include: 

• Implement additional restoration efforts along local waterways, and improve public access 
through expanded trails. 

• Implement strong environmental protection policies. 

• Protect the area’s natural beauty, including open spaces, and waterways, while expanding 
access and recreational opportunities along creeks, and ponds.  

• Protecting the natural environment, including water quality, and riparian habitat. 

• Enhancing outdoor recreational opportunities. 
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Opportunity: Protecting and enhancing open space and riparian 
resources 

Riparian corridors located within the City’s Planning Area include Los Gatos Creek and San Tomas Aquino 
Creek. The City of also maintains a system of laterals and storm drain pipes that drain runoff into Los 
Gatos Creek and San Tomas Aquino Creek, which ultimately drain into the San Francisco Bay. 

The Los Gatos Creek runs 24 miles from the Santa Cruz Mountains through the Santa Clara Valley until 
its confluence with the Guadalupe River in downtown San Jose. It flows from Loma Prieta northwesterly 
to Lake Elsman, then northward into the Lexington Reservoir, through Los Gatos Canyon and through 
the town of Los Gatos and the Vasona Reservoir, and then northeasterly through Campbell and San Jose. 
The Los Gatos Creek Trail runs along the river from Lexington Reservoir to the Guadalupe River near 
downtown San Jose and is popular among local hikers and bicyclists. 

San Tomas Aquino Creek is a 16.5-mile long stream that heads on El Sereno mountain in the El Sereno 
Open Space Preserve in Saratoga. The creek flows through the cities of Saratoga, Monte Sereno, Los 
Gatos, Campbell, Santa Clara, and San Jose before its confluence with the Guadalupe Slough in south 
San Francisco Bay. The San Tomas Aquino Creek watershed drains 44.8 square miles. The major 
tributaries of San Tomas Aquino Creek include (heading downstream) Mistletoe, Wildcat (and its Vasona 
subtributary), Smith and Saratoga Creeks.  

Riparian vegetation generally represents a valuable biological, and open space resource within any area. 
Opportunities exist to undertake riparian habitat restoration and habitat protection along the creeks 
and waterways within Campbell to improve natural flood control and water quality features, and to 
increase public access to creeks and waterways through expanded paths and access points.     

Key Questions and Considerations 
• How can the City incorporate habitat restoration efforts along creeks and waterways into the 

City’s water quality and stormwater planning needs?   

• What priorities should be established to increase recreational opportunities along the city’s 
creeks and waterways?     

• Should the City impose setback requirements or buffer zones that limit activities adjacent to 
Riparian habitat corridors? 
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Opportunity: Develop a Community-wide Climate Action Plan 
As part of the General Plan Update process, the City of Campbell is preparing a stand-alone Climate 
Action Plan. Climate Action Plans generally include measures aimed at reducing vehicle trips and vehicle 
miles traveled, reducing energy consumption, reducing solid waste, and increasing recycling. The City 
requires new construction to meet the statewide green-building standards. Campbell also has 
completed construction on civic use buildings under LEED standards which incorporate many different 
energy efficient design practices in order to effectively save on energy costs.  

The preparation of a Climate Action Plan that addresses communitywide sources of greenhouse gas 
emissions allows the City to expand the focus and breadth of its climate change and sustainability 
planning efforts and develop new and specific programs to not only reduce greenhouse gas emissions, 
but also adapt to the effects of global climate change.   

ADAPTING TO CLIMATE CHANGE 

Responding to the effects of climate change may include planning for increased flooding, water 
shortages, public health risks, increased wild fire risks, and impacts to agriculture, among other things. 
Santa Clara County recently published the Silicon Valley 2.0 Climate Adaptation Guidebook, which 
outlines specific risks and threats facing Santa Clara County as a result of ongoing and projected future 
climate change. The Guidebook is not designed as a “plan” to be adopted by one or many jurisdictions, 
but rather intends to provide a recommended set of strategies that can be taken on by individual 
agencies, groups of citizens, and/or regional partnerships.  The Guidebook provides information on 
climate science, the unique situation for Silicon Valley, findings from research and analysis efforts, and 
key climate adaptation strategies.   

These topics are addressed in the following areas of the General Plan:   

Safety Element:  fire protection, flood safety, emergency preparedness 

Conservation Element:  water conservation, energy conservation, resource protection 

Circulation Element: multimodal transportation solutions to reduce vehicle emissions 

Land Use Element: providing a mix of land uses that support pedestrian connectivity and 
healthy lifestyles 

              Community Health and Wellness Element:  access to health care 

Key Questions and Considerations 
• Should the City seek funding to expand its role in local climate action planning, such as the 

creation of a City Sustainability Coordinator or the development of a local outreach and 
education program?   

• How should climate action planning be addressed and coordinated with the General Plan 
Update?     
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Opportunity: Energy conservation and alternative energy 
Campbell has taken numerous steps recently to implement energy conservation measures and to utilize 
and expand the use of alternative energy sources.   

PHOTOVOLTAIC INCENTIVES  
Currently the City of Campbell implements reduced fees and expedites permits for Solar Photovoltaic 
installations to promote the use of alternative energy and the reduction of Green House Gas Emissions. 

CALGREEN (TITLE 24) ENERGY EFFICIENCY REQUIREMENTS 
Projects in Campbell are required to meet these Statewide energy efficiency standards.   

The CALGreen program includes voluntary tiers (Tier 1 and Tier 2) for residential and non-residential 
projects that include performance standards that exceed the mandatory CALGreen energy efficiency 
standards by 15% and 30%, respectively.  The City has the authority to adopt and require Tier 1 or Tier 2 
standards.  While the adoption of mandatory energy efficiency requirements that exceed CALGreen 
base requirements can be an effective tool in reducing energy consumption in new and remodeled 
buildings, there are increased costs associated with implementation of the Tier 1 and 2 requirements.  
These costs include, but are not necessarily limited to, use of special inspectors to verify compliance, 
and increased costs for materials including fixtures, HVAC systems, insulation, lighting, appliances, etc.     

SILICON VALLEY CLEAN ENERGY PROGRAM (SVCE) 
The Silicon Valley Clean Energy program was established in March 2016 to provide residents and 
businesses with a new choice to the traditional utility model, which includes a community controlled 
power supply that offers electricity from cleaner energy sources at competitive rates, through the 
creation of a new, nonprofit public agency. In late 2016, the Campbell City Council voted to enroll the 
City’s municipal electricity accounts in Silicon Valley Clean Energy’s optional GreenPrime program 
starting April 2017. The electricity to run City-owned facilities, parks, and streetlights, will come from 
100% renewable sources like wind and solar.  

Key Questions and Considerations 
• Are there additional steps the City should implement to promote energy conservation? 

• Are there additional steps the City should implement to encourage use of alternative energy 
supplies for residents and business?       
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Issue:  Parks and Recreation 
Campbell provides a range of parks and recreational facilities to its residents and businesses, including 
but not limited to Neighborhood Parks, Passive Parks, and Special Open Space Facilities. Each type of 
park is characterized by scale, varying amenities, and the neighborhoods they serve. Campbell has five 
community parks, two neighborhood parks, four passive parks, and two special open space facilities. The 
City is also home to several regionally-owned and maintained facilities, which includes the Santa Clara 
County Parklands, Santa Clara Valley Water District groundwater recharge facilities, and lands owned by 
the Santa Clara County Open Space Authority. The Los Gatos Creek County Trail and Los Gatos Creek 
County Park together comprise more than 53 acres and is primarily maintained by Santa Clara County. 
Campbell is responsible for maintenance and trail use from the Bascom Avenue under crossing to Los 
Gatos Creek County Park. The Hacienda Percolation Ponds, which are located near the Winchester 
Boulevard / W. Hacienda Avenue intersection, is one of six facilities owned and operated by the Santa 
Clara Valley Water District (SCVWD). 

Historically, the City has maintained joint-use agreements with local school districts to expand public 
access to parks facilities within Campbell.  However, previous joint use agreements between the City 
and local school districts are currently expired. It is noted, however, that part of John D. Morgan Park is 
located partially on the Campbell Middle School grounds, and this joint use agreement is in perpetuity.  

Trails are a key factor in the development of a city-wide green space network of parks, trails, open 
space, and recreation facilities. The Los Gatos Creek Trail is operated by the County of Santa Clara Park 
Department, City of Campbell, Town of Los Gatos and the City of San Jose. The Los Gatos Creek Trail 
spans 11.2 miles and passes through several cities between San Jose and Lexington Reservoir. The San 
Jose section is 1.9 miles, while the Campbell section of the trail includes a paved walkway approximately 
three miles in length, including a two-mile par course loop. The City of Campbell is responsible for 
maintenance and trail use from the Bascom Avenue under crossing to Los Gatos Creek County Park. 

Infrastructure, including parks and recreation facilities, is developed in two major ways.  New 
development builds it as each project is developed, or the City builds it as part of the Capital 
Improvement Program (CIP).  The Community Development Fee Program evaluates planned capital 
improvements and associated budget cost estimates, and assigns eligible costs as fees based upon the 
relative demand imposed by the various types of new development.  Parks fees are collected from new 
residential development projects in the city. Fees collected cannot be spent on ongoing park 
maintenance, but rather, are allocated to park improvements and acquisition.  
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Key Questions and Considerations 
• Are parks and recreational facilities adequately funded through existing sources and park fees? 

• Should the City prioritize the development of currently owned, but underdeveloped park lands?  

• Should the City prioritize the acquisition of additional parkland acreage?   

• Are there specific recreational needs of the community that are not currently being met? 

• Should the City adopt a parks and recreation master plan to identify and implement park and 
recreational improvements and acquisitions throughout the city?    

• Should the city pursue joint use agreements (potentially with schools and the water district, and 
Santa Clara County and or surrounding cities) to provide additional park and open spaces 
throughout the city?  

• Should the City consider park impact fees for non-residential development to offset impacts 
associated with increased parks and recreation system use by employees and visitors?  
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4.6 COMMUNITY HEALTH AND WELLNESS 
The places where people live, work, and play profoundly shape the health of a community. 
Transportation options, accessible parks, crosswalks, the availability of grocery stores, the prevalence of 
fast food restaurants, and real or perceived levels of crime and safety are a few examples of physical 
indicators that provide a framework for a community, sculpt the daily routines of residents, impact 
lifestyle choices, and ultimately affect public health and longevity.  

Addressing public health in the Campbell General Plan Update acknowledges the profound effects of the 
built environment on travel choices, access to food, levels of physical activity, and exposure to risk from 
accidents or pollution. Each of these has a health impact, and the General Plan provides an opportunity 
to prevent further disease and injury and sustain healthy lifestyle choices for Campbell residents. 

The Community Health and Wellness Element is an optional element of the General Plan. Topics related 
to community health and wellness stretch across a broad spectrum with respect to the General Plan 
update.  In fact, most every topic addressed in the General Plan has some level of influence over the 
cumulative health and wellbeing of the community.  For example: 

• The Land Use Element will address the built environment including the mix of uses, density and 
intensity of land uses, compatibility between land uses, and creating a walkable environment. 

• The Circulation Element will include goals and policies geared towards creating a multi-modal 
transportation system that promotes walkability, bicycle use, and alternatives to single-
passenger vehicle use. 

• The Open Space Element will lay out goals and policies to improve the amount of, access to, and 
quality of parks and open spaces in and around Campbell. 

• The Conservation Element will address key aspects of environmental health, including clean 
water, clean air, and the protection of natural resources.   

• The Safety Element will include a range of health topics to protect the community from man-
made and natural hazards, and will strategies for how the community can adapt and respond to 
emerging safety trends. 

The Community Health and Wellness Element will address public health at a broad level in order to 
support a healthy community through increasing access to necessary services, considering public health 
in land use decisions, encouraging provision of healthy food choices, and addressing the City’s 
commitment to regulations for sales of alcohol and tobacco, and may potentially include policies related 
to the issues related to recreational and medical marijuana. This element will establish a framework of 
goals, policies, and actions for developing conditions that will improve the health and wellbeing of 
Campbell residents. The Community Health and Wellness Element will focus on and address health 
issues not addressed specifically by other elements of the General Plan.   
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Issue:  Marijuana  
California became the first state to enact protections for medical cannabis patients and their primary 
caregivers when voters approved Proposition 215, the Compassionate Use Act, in 1996. The state’s 
legislature subsequently passed the Medical Marijuana Program Act in February 2003, establishing a 
voluntary ID card program and a legal framework for collectives and co-ops to distribute medical 
cannabis as well as protections for transporting cannabis. 

Recently, voters in California passed Proposition 64 in 2016 to legalize marijuana for recreational use. 
Prop 64 allows adults over the age of 21 to use, possess, and transport up to an ounce of marijuana for 
non-medical purposes, and grow as many as six plants at home. Permits for retail locations for the sale 
of recreational marijuana are expected as soon as January 2018.  

The cultivation, distribution, and use of medical and recreational marijuana remains illegal under federal 
law. In past years, the federal government has taken a relatively passive approach to the enforcement of 

Opportunity: Expand urban agriculture 
According to the United States Department of Agriculture, approximately 15 percent of the world's food 
is now grown in urban areas. City and urban agriculture takes the form of backyard, rooftop and balcony 
gardening, community gardening in vacant lots and parks, and residential animal keeping. During initial 
GPAC meetings members expressed an interest in local agriculture as a way to expand community 
health goals, and as a way for Campbell to express its agricultural heritage. 

Community gardens can and, in many cases do, promote healthy communities. In an urban setting, 
community gardens are part of the open space network. The gardens and those who participate in 
community gardening contribute to the preservation of open space, provide access to it, and create 
sustainable uses of the space. Community gardens can strengthen community bonds, provide food, and 
create recreational opportunities for a community. They can also promote environmental awareness 
and provide community education. 

The City of Campbell owns and operates a community garden at Edith Morley Park. However, there are 
several ways in which Campbell may be able to encourage and facilitate an increase in community 
gardening and local food production.  As an example, the City may allow the use of vacant or 
underdeveloped City-owned lands, including parks, for use as community gardens. Additionally, the City 
could provide educational opportunities for city residents about the benefits of urban agriculture.  
Another example would be adopting a local agricultural program to encourage community agriculture.  

Key Questions and Considerations 
• Are there particular parcels or areas within Campbell that would be suitable for a new 

community garden? 

• What steps should the City take to promote and expand community agricultural opportunities in 
Campbell?   

• Are there additional resources available to the City to promote local food production?   
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Issue:  Marijuana  
these laws. In practice, the regulation of medical marijuana (and more recently, recreational marijuana) 
has fallen largely to local jurisdictions, many of which have passed ordinances or zoning regulations to 
provide regulations for dispensaries and cultivation operations.  However, with recent changes to the 
federal government leadership it is unknown what role the federal government will take with regard to 
regulating marijuana for medical and recreational purposes.  

While the city does not currently prohibit the use of medical marijuana, the City has passed an 
ordinance banning dispensaries, cultivation and delivery of medical marijuana (Campbell Municipal Code 
Chapter 8.38 - Medical Marijuana).  

However, in January of 2017, the Campbell City Council amended the ordinance to allow delivery from 
licensed dispensaries located in other municipalities and cultivation of up to six marijuana plants for 
medicinal use. The Council approved the change to address patients’ need to access medical marijuana. 

On April 25, 2017 Campbell voters voted on three separate marijuana-related ballot measures, which 
will decide the fate of dispensing, delivering and cultivating marijuana within city limits. 

Measure A was placed on the ballot by the Campbell City Council. Approval of the measure would place 
a tax on the gross receipts from a marijuana business that is conducted within the City of Campbell. A 
"marijuana business" means business activity including but not limited to, planting, cultivation, 
harvesting, transporting, delivering, transferring, dispensing, manufacturing, compounding, converting, 
processing, preparing, storing, packaging, and/or the wholesale and/or retail sales of marijuana and any 
ancillary products in the City. Under Measure A, the tax rate would be 7% of the gross receipts. 
However, the Council could adopt an ordinance to increase or reduce the tax, so long as the tax rate did 
not exceed 15% of the gross receipts. The tax could not be increased above 15% of gross receipts 
without approval of the voters. The City has estimated that the gross receipts tax proposed by Measure 
A would raise between $130,000 to $260,000 for general City services.  Measure A was passed by voters 
on April 25, 2017.   

Measure B would have allowed individual citizens to cultivate up to 100 square feet of marijuana for 
personal use, and primary caregivers could have cultivated up to 500 square feet for up to five patients. 
Commercial marijuana activity would have been limited to industrial and planned development zoning 
districts, except for delivery to patients and caregivers at their residence. The measure would have 
limited the number of dispensaries allowed in the city to three, and would not have been allowed within 
a 600-foot radius of K-12 schools.  Measure B was not passed by voters on April 25, 2017.   

Measure C was placed on the ballot by the Campbell City Council. The measure would continue the 
City's current prohibition on marijuana dispensaries until at least April 1, 2019, at which time the Council 
would have discretion to adopt ordinances allowing medical marijuana dispensaries, subject to certain 
restrictions set forth in the measure.  Measure C would amend the Municipal Code to continue the City's 
prohibition on dispensaries until at least April 1, 2019. The stated purpose of this moratorium is to 
provide time to fully study the impacts of marijuana dispensaries, and assess whether the existence of 
deliveries and personal cultivation provides adequate access to marijuana for qualified patients. 
Beginning on April 1, 2019, the Council could adopt ordinances allowing dispensaries in Campbell. 
However, the Council would not be required to do so. Measure C provides that dispensaries could not 
be located in any residential, Planned Development, or Condominium Planned Development zoning 
district. Additionally, any building containing a dispensary would need to be at least 600-feet from any 
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Issue:  Marijuana  
day care, preschool, park, school serving kindergarten through twelfth grade, the Campbell Community 
Center, or any other dispensary. Measure C also provides that buildings containing dispensaries would 
need to be at least 100-feet from any of the zoning districts in which dispensaries are prohibited, and 
any property containing a legally existing residence. The Council could adopt more restrictive provisions 
as necessary to protect the public health, safety, or welfare. The existing Municipal Code provisions 
governing the cultivation of marijuana for personal use and the delivery of medical marijuana would 
remain unchanged.  Measure C was passed by voters on April 25, 2017.   

Under existing law, medical marijuana dispensaries located outside of the City of Campbell will be able 
to deliver medical marijuana to qualified patients located within Campbell beginning on February 16, 
2017. Currently, no dispensaries are allowed to be located in Campbell. 

 

Key Questions and Considerations 
• Are there any issues or concerns related to the City’s current handling of issues surrounding 

medical and recreational marijuana that should be addressed in the General Plan?   

• Should the City monitor developments in federal and statewide medical marijuana regulations, 
and consider updates to its regulations as necessary? 

 

Issue:  Health Risks Associated with High Volume Roadways  
Protecting California’s communities from the health effects of air pollution is one of the most 
fundamental goals of state and local air pollution control programs.  Air pollution studies indicate that 
living close to high-traffic roadways and the associated exposure to vehicle emissions, may lead to 
adverse health effects beyond those associated with regional air pollution in urban areas. A number of 
studies identify an association between adverse non-cancer health effects and living or attending school 
near heavily traveled roadways. Studies have also reported associations between residential proximity 
to high traffic roadways and a variety of respiratory symptoms, asthma exacerbations, and decreases in 
lung function in children.   

Measurements of traffic-related pollutants show concentrations within 300 meters (approximately 
1,000 feet) downwind of freeways were higher than regional values.  Most other studies have assessed 
exposure based on proximity factors such as distance to freeways or traffic density.     

Recent studies linking traffic emissions with health impacts build on a wealth of data on the adverse 
health effects of ambient air pollution.  The data on the effects of proximity to traffic-related emissions 
provides additional information that can be used in land use siting and regulatory actions by air 
agencies.   

Key Health Findings:     

• Reduced lung function in children was associated with traffic density, especially trucks, within 
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Issue:  Health Risks Associated with High Volume Roadways  
1,000 feet and the association was strongest within 300 feet. (Brunekreef, 1997)  

• Increased asthma hospitalizations were associated with living within 650 feet of heavy traffic 
and heavy truck volume.  (Lin, 2000)  

• Asthma symptoms increased with proximity to roadways and the risk was greatest within 300 
feet.  (Venn, 2001)  

• Asthma and bronchitis symptoms in children were associated with proximity to high traffic in a 
San Francisco Bay Area community with good overall regional air quality. (Kim, 2004)  

• A San Diego study found increased medical visits in children living within 550 feet of heavy 
traffic.  (English, 1999)  

In these and other proximity studies, the distance from the roadway and truck traffic densities were key 
factors affecting the strength of the association with adverse health effects.  In health studies, the 
association of traffic related emissions with adverse health effects was seen within 1,000 feet and was 
strongest within 300 feet.  This demonstrates that the adverse effects diminished with distance. In 
addition to the respiratory health effects in children, proximity to freeways increases potential cancer 
risk and contributes to total particulate matter exposure.  There are three main carcinogenic toxic air 
contaminants (TAC) that constitute the majority of the known health risk from motor vehicle traffic – 
diesel particulate matter (DPM) from trucks (which carries the greatest increases in cancer risks), 
benzene and 1,3-butadiene from passenger vehicles. On a typical urban freeway (truck traffic of 10,000-
20,000/day), diesel PM represents about 70 percent of the potential cancer risk from the vehicle traffic.  
Diesel particulate emissions are also of special concern because health studies show an association 
between particulate matter and premature mortality in those with existing cardiovascular disease. 

State law restricts the siting of new schools within 500 feet of a freeway, or urban roadways with 
100,000 vehicles/day, or rural roadways with 50,000 vehicles with some exceptions.  However, no such 
requirements apply to the siting of residences, day care centers, playgrounds, or medical facilities.  The 
available data show that exposure is greatly reduced at approximately 300 feet.  In the traffic-related 
studies, the additional health risk attributable to the proximity effect was strongest within 1,000 feet. 

Keeping new homes and other sensitive land uses from siting too close to freeway facilities would 
provide additional health protection. The California Air Recourses Board (ARB) recommends avoiding 
siting new sensitive land uses within 500 feet of a freeway, urban roads with 100,000 vehicles/day, or 
rural roads with 50,000 vehicles/day. 

Health risks associated with highway operations through Campbell is greatly affected by distance and 
direction from sources. Distance from roadway operations can dramatically decrease health risks 
associated with TAC’s. Additionally, areas east of SR-17 show the greatest risk from TAC’s due to local 
prevailing wind patterns and meteorological conditions. 
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Issue:  Health Risks Associated with High Volume Roadways  

Key Questions and Considerations 
• Should the City identify buffer zones and or distance requirements for new developments near 

freeways and other major roadways?   

• Should the City require and adopt best practices and special design standards (i.e. vegetative 
barriers, special HVAC filtration systems, air intake locations etc.) for new homes and sensitive 
uses within close proximity to high volume roadway facilities? 

• Should the City require notification of health risks associated with properties near major 
roadway facilities?  
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